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the mad rush

of flag bearing
woman fainted and
was carried from the 'hall. The nom- 'iia lion of Johnson precipitated an- ether whirlwind of excitement which.
if not so long sustained, was hardly
lean enthusiastic.
The Minnesota del
egates, standing on their chairs, were
the center of the demonstration, while
groups of scattered delegates lent
their energies to those of Minnesota.
The galleries also seemed to contain
an ample supply of Johnson enthusiasts.
The Gray nomination also received
its full .share of enthusiastic approval,
although the nominating Bpeech of
Handy was frequently Interrupted by
the impatient crowd and finally by
the arrival of the committee on resolutions tearing the completed platform. It wa after midnight when
the nominating speeches were temporarily suspended to receive the report
of the committee.
The platform was read and the
enunciation of party principles was
received with close attention and
demonstrations of assent. The
platform was adopted with a rousing
unanimous vote.
The speeches seconding the nominations of candidates were then resumed
with a limit of five minutes to each
speech.
Most of the delegates were uite-r;weuJied after the long vigils and
nerve racking agitations of the night
and it was late today before the men
of action began to agaJn take up the
threads of discussion over the rice
presidential situation.
Prior to the culmination of the
scene In convention hall, when the
nomination of Bryan was made, the
assemblage had listened for hours to
the oratory of the nominating speak-v- ,
who moved them frequently to
outbursts of feverish excitement. It
had been expected U.at the platform
would be ready u 7 in the evening,
t ut
a' that hour thu enmmitte-- was
st. II struggling with it, and it was
announced that it would be midnight
biToie ihcy could report.
At 9 o'clock thu nominating speeches began. Alabama was the first slate
en the roll, and yielded to Nebraska,
and Dunn of Omaha took the p.at- form to nominate Bryan. He spuke
in good voice, with great earnestness,
and the sympathetic audience greeted
each utterance of tribute to the
with demonstrative evidences
of approval. His concluding passage
was a fervid tribute to the commoner and was the signal for a long continued uproar, rivaling in intensity
and durtt'on the demonstration of
Wednesday. He concluded with the
w ords;
"Nebraska's Democracy which saw
in him, w hen a young man, the signs
of promise, places in nomination as
the standard bearer of oy party the
man ,ho in the thrilling days of 'i)6
banand lun bore the battle-warre- d
ner of Democracy with fame as unsullied and fidelity as spotless as the
Crusaders of old. Nebraska presents
his name because Nebraska c!a ms his
dwelling place, and proudly enrolls
him among her citizens; but his home
Is in the hearts of the people.
"I obey the command of my state
and the mandate of the Democracy of
the nation, when I offer the name
of America's great commoner, Nebraska's gifted sou, William Jennings
fre-q'je- nt

an

lirjan."

The whole assemblage

was lashed
Delegates
seized the state standards and gathered them on the presiding officer's
platform, while the galleries broke
Into a tumultuous clamor. The demonstration lasted upwards of 43 minutes. At times it assumed such proportions of madness and rushes
through the aisle that there was serious danger of a panto.
The delegates settled down Only

Denver, July 10. The platform
adopted during last night's session of
the Democratic national
convention
says:
"We, the representatives
of the
Democracy of the United States, in
renational convention .assembled,
affirm our belief In and pledge our
loyalty to the support of the party.
"We rejoice at the increasing signs
throughout the
ol an awakening
country.. The various Investigations
have traced graft tand political
to the representatives
of
predatory wealth, and laid bare the
unscrupulous methods by which they
have debauched elections ,and preyed
upon a defenseless public through the
subservient officials whom they have
raised to place tand power.
"The conscience of the nation la
now aroused to free the government
from the grip of those who have made
P a business asset of the favor-seekicorporations;
It must become
again a people's government tand be
administered in all Its departments
according to the Jeffersonlan maxim
of 'equal rights to all and special
privileges to none.'
"tihall the people rule? Is the
Issue whicTl ni'ftnlfests
In all the questions now under
discussion."
The platform then goes on to say
that during the past year 23,704 office holders have been added to the
national government and during the
past six years 99,31 have been added,
entailing an additional expenditure of
nearly seventy million dollars. It
protests against this extravagance and
accuses the Republican party of adding these dependents to keep itself In
power.
Economy In administration li demanded, the appropriations of
by the recent Congress furnishing an opportunity for this plank.
A pledge Is made that In the event
of Democratic success at the election
the power of the speaker of the
will be
House of Representatives
taken away and that body governed
more by its members.
Housevelt is accused of using patronage to secure Taft's nomination
and this action of the chief executive
is condemned.
Federal laws requiring publicity of
cumpalgn contributions are demanded and contributions from officers of
corporations
are condemned, this
plunk saying:
"In order that this practice shall
be stopped for all time, wB demand
the passage of a statute punishing
with Imprisonment any member of a
corporation who shall contribute to
...c campaign fund, or shall consent
to the contribution by a corporation
of any money or thing of value to be
used in furthering the election of a
president or vice president of the
United States, or any member of Congress thereof."
A plank opposing centralization
of
power In tho federal government and
demanding greater state rights is included, the demand being made that
federal regulation of interstate commerce and prevention of monopoly
shall be added to the state remedies,
and not substituted for them.
The tariff pi ink says:
''We welcome the belated promise
of tariff reform now offered by the
Republican party In tardy recognition
of the r.ffhteousness of the Democrat,
ic position on this question; but the
people cannot safely entrust the
completion of this Important work to
a party which is so deeply obligated
to the highly protected interests as in
the Republican party. We call
to the significant fact that the
promised relief was postponed until
aite- - the coming election an election
to succeed In which the Republican
party must have that same support
from the beneficiaries of the high pro.
tectlve tariff as it hag always heretofore received from them; tnd to the
lurther fact that during years of uninterrupted power, no ac.lon whatever bus been taken by the Republican Congress to correct tne admittedly existing tariff Iniquities.
"We favor Immediate revision of
the tarllt by the reduction of Import
duties. Articles entering Into competition with trust controlled products
cor-ruptl-
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Delegates March Around the Hall and Become so Excited
They Break up Furniture and Frighten the Women Spec-ator- s
to Show Their Appreciation of the Great Common
er's Generouslty In Permitting Them to Name Him for
the Third Time. Adjournment Is Taken With Equal Enthusiasm About uayllght and the Convention Meets
Again This Afternoon to Select a Man for Second Place.
in
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Denver, July 10. William J. Bryan
van nominated for the third time for
the office of president of the United
iStates by the Democratic convention
at 3:40 this morning, amid scenes of
lieiizied enthusiasm. The resul: came
session "and the
utter an
nomination wad made on the first bal.
lot, the vote resulting: Bryan, 892 to;
Johnson, 46; Gray, 6Vj. Total vote,
1.0H6, eight not voting.
The vote by
states was as follows.
For Bryan Alabama 22, Arkansas
Is. California 20, Colorado 10, Connecticut 9, Florida 10, Georgia 4,
Idaho 6, Illinois S4, Indian 30. Iowa
26, Kansus 20, Kentucky 26, Louisiana 18, Maine 10, Maryland 7. Massachusetts 32, Michigan 2S, Mississippi 20, Missouri 36, Montana 6. Nebraska 16. Nevada , New Hampshire
2 4.
7, New York 78, North Carolina
North Dakota 8, Ohio 46. Oklahoma
IV Oregon 8, Pennsylvania 4s. Rhode
Island 6, South Carolina 18, South
Dakota 8, Tennessee 24, Texas 36,
Vtnh 6 Vermont 7. Virginia 24, Washington 10, West Virginia 14. Wisconsin 26, Wyoming 6, Alaska 6. Arizona
6, District of Columbia 6, Hawaii 6,
New Mexico 6, Porto Kico 6.
For Johnson Connecticut 5, Georgia 2, Maine 1, Minnesota 22. New
Hampshire 1, Pennsylvania 3. Rhode
Inland 3.
For Gray Delaware 6. Georgia 20,
New Jersey 24. Pennsylvania 10.
one from Maine and one from Vermont did not vote and six were absent.
Bryan was placed In nomination by
1. J. Dunn, of Omaha, and his nomination provoked an outburst of enthusiasm rivaling the demonstration
Marled by .Senator Gore Wednesday.
Congressman W. S. Hammond nominated Johnson, and L. I. Handy nominated Gray.
The announcement of the vote was
a signal for a wild demonstration
equalling in turbulence, if not durag
display
tion, the
which Wednesday afternoon greeted
the firs; mention of Bryan's name.
The scene in the amphitheater at
the moment of the nomination was
one of stirring animation. From pit
to dome the vaNt building was packed
with 10,000 people, thinned out In
the galleries after hours of waiting.
State after stale, which at first recorded Its vote for Johnson or Gray,
fell into line with an overmastering
Bryan column and the nomination
w is made unanimous
and by acclamation.
The vote had been taken In bre.vh-lu- s
interest as state after state
When
swelled the Bryan strength.
New York was reached In the call or
M.iies. (be anonuncement of Murphy,
"7 4 votes for Bryan." brought out a
wild outburst of enthusiasm and approval, which for a time compelled
tojspe nsioti of the roll call. Further
delay was (Mused by the demand for
a poll of the New York delegation.
s,
On this poll many New York
including Parker, remained silent. The majority being for Bryan,
the entire vote was cast fir him un-otlie unit rule. Pennsylvania was
similarly called, and its vote divided.
The convention adjourned at 3:50
this morning until 1 p. m., af.er a
continuous session of more than
eight hours. As the delegates and
spectators left the hall echoes of the
enthusiasm continued to reverberate
throughout the building, while the
crouds outside took up the shout and
boiv It along the dnrk and silent
s'ree .. awakening the city, Just as
the pale rays of dtwn were breaking
In the east, with a resounding chorus
ot "Bryan, Bryan. Bryan!"
Men and women were bowled over
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Wlld.lA.M JIONMNGS BUYAX
when the lights were turned off for a
minuto and the big hall was In darkness. It took some Utile time for the
crowd to quiet Itself and a motion to
adjourn was adopted unanimously, the
delegates not waiting to hear the official announcement of Bryan's nomination made by the chairman.
Gray ItcfUMt-r- i Honor.
It was late this morning before the
causes were held by a number of
states to discuss the vice presidential
situation. It seemed to be the general disposition to await word from
Bryan, but at the same time It Is believed he will not declare himself. A
conference In the rooms of Charles
Bryan broke up without definite action.
The convention was called to order
at 1:40 this afternoon. At 1 o'clock
not a quarter of the delegates were In
their seats, although the galleries
were full. Among the first delegates
to reach the hall were the Texas del
egates, w ho carried a banner Inscribed
for Gray. When U. It. Irvin Handy
of Delaware, who last night placed
Gray In nomination
for president,
entered, the Texans pounced upon
him and demanded if Gray would accept if nominated. Handy replied he
would use his influence to have him
accept. Marvel of Delaware said
Gray will not run nor serve if elected.
When the nominations began it was
apparent that Kern of Indiana was
the strongest of the vice presidential
possibilities and his nomination
on
ihe first ballot was confidently expected. The nominating
speeches
were limited to ten minutes each and
the call of states then began.
Alabama yielded to Ind'ana and
Marshall of Indian! named J. W.
Kern for vice president.
Governor
Thomas of Colorado presented
the
name of Charlea A. Towne, and J. J.
Walso of Connecilcut named Archl-bal- u
McNeill.
Hill of Georgia named
Clark Howell.
When Missouri was
called Governor Folk arose to second
the nomination of Kern. He was
loudly cheered when he ascended the
platform. New Y'ork made no nomination.
John Mlvhell's name was brought
be'ore the convention by Kern of
Although he did not offer
him as a candidate a hearty cheer
Mowed
the mention of his name.
Kern said that Mitchell would not
allow his name to go before the
convention, therefore Illinois would
second the nomination of Kern of
A number of other states
Indiana.
Towne
seconded Kern of Indiana.
withdrew his name anil seconded
Kern, and Hill of Georgia w! hdrew
Clark Howell's name and seconded
Kern.
Connecticut
then withdrew the
name of McNeill, which left practically a clear fluid for Kern. He was

nominated by acclamation, and the
convention adjourned sine die.
BANQUET AI SOCORRO
'
An Ovation to llryun.
Lincoln, July 10. In honor of BryFOR SMELTER OFFICER
n
an's noni. nation the citizens of
this morning united In a noisy
demonstration.
At 8:20 whistles
sounded, and this was followed by a Business Men of Uio City Are Enter,
g
variety
of
devices.
tained by DuiMllord of Hotel After
Crowds soon gathered at the hotels '
Completion of Deal.
and the city was practically deserted,
while the crowd went cut to Fair- j
Socorro, N. M July 10. (Smh;Iu1.)
view, Bryan's home.
By 10:30 2,000 people had gathered
Smith, of the Pan-I- n
President
front of Bryan's homo and crowds American Smelting and Kellningcom.
were still coming. Mr. and Mrs. Bry- rany, which will build a $40,000
an received the throng In front ot the smelter at this place, was the guest
house. A great demonstration was of honor at a banquet given last night
paid them by their neighbors and it by Dee Huffman, landlord of the
visibly HfDfted them. Several times Park hotel.
A number of business
Bryan was compelled to stop speaking men attended the banquet, which was
because of his emotions. During his , an impromptu affair. The guests
talk Mrs. Bryan was frequently in w ere:
tears, caused by the homage paid by
C. B. Smith. H. O. Bursom. II. N.
those who had been friends for two Dougherty, J. A. Griffith. E. A.
decades.
Drake, A. Mayer. J. G. Fitch, W. H.
Johnson Promises Help.
ByerH. W. H. Hill, W. F. Gregg. J.
St. Paul, July 10. trovernor JohnPrice, Dave Farr, J. J. Leason, T. 'J.
son sent the following telegram to Savage.
V. K. Martin. J. E. Smith.
Biyan today: "Please accpt my A
bran Abeyta. August Winkler. M.
cmgiatuiat ons on your Lowenstein
A. D. Coon, T. J. Matnomination and the splendid victory
You will have no thews and M. Coony.
which it Implies.
Work on the new smelter Is to
mure earnest supporter than 1, and I
will
hope to be permitted to contribute to begin this month. The plant
your success and to that of the party. cost 140,000. of which the city raises
110,000, and It will have a capacity
"JOHN A. JOHNSON."
of 100 tons dally.
(ray .Sends .Message.
Wilmington, Del., July 10. Judge
Gray sent the following telegram to THU WIIITIX'AI'S KII.I.IJ TWO.
Bryan: "Accept my hearty eongrat-ul.i- t.
Culbertson. Mont., July 10. Whlte-onp- s
ons.
GKOKGI3 OKAY."
killed John A. Hays and his
.
Ho Wan Is It Just Oiks-daughter at a claim about
Fair view, Juy 10. The following
miles north of Culbertson early
statement was niado by Bryan when ten
Th- - claim was occupied by
at 4.3") he received announcement of today.
Dong, a bachelor. Several
Walter
his nomination
ago the Hays family. In Dong's
"The presidency Is the highest of- months
shack from the
moved
absence,
ficial position in the world ami no claim they were their
occupying, onto the
It can afford to have Wa ti r
ime
that time
fng claim. Since
his views upon public questions biased
have occupied the
both claimants
by personal ambition.
Recognizing same
quar
Frequent
tract of land.
his responsibility to God and his oblibeen
which
violence
has
in
rels
gations to his countryintn, he should threatened culminated today when
tiler upon the discharge of his du- the w h tecaps went to the Hays home
ties with a singleness of purpose. Be. Th little girl was shot whllo her
li. ving that no one can best do this
was try'ng to get her to a
w Io n
he is planning a second term, mother
plac- - of safety In the house.
I announce, as I have on former occasions, that If el. ct-- d I shall not be
AMIIIMCAX WINS TISOPIIV.
a candidate for !
lection. This Is
England, Ju'.y 10. Lieut.
a nomination as purely from the peo-- 1
pie as it can be. and if elected my S. iiion of Ohio won a gold medal In
contest held
obligation will be purely to the
the Individual
I appreciate t!u honor more behere today ns part of the Olympic
Walllngford and Blood,
cause it came from m person or a contests.
f
persons, but from the rank and Englishmen, won respectively the sil- f'le acting free.y an without com vi r and bronze medals.
pulsion."
WATSO.V IS XtJTII'l IJl).
MMITTi:i;.
SIIKIIM
Ol 'ITS
Atlanta, July 10. Thomas E. Wat10.
.Iniy
Washington,
James S. son, candidate for the People' party
Sherman, Republican candidate for or president of the I'nlted States,
vice president, in a short time will was formally notified In this city last
retlr from the Republican congres- night. The notification speech as
by Judge J. W. Forrest of
of which he Is
sional committee,
Albany. N. Y.
chairman.
Din-coi-

noise-makin-

i

i

Bi.-I--

300-met- er

1

,

Monday, August 17, was the date
selocted for the holding of the Republican territorial convention for the
nomination of delegate to Congress
by the Republican territorial executive committee which convened her
today.
The place of the convention was
previously fixed by the central committee at Santa Fe.
The fixing of the date for the convention was the first work of the
committee, which convened at 10:19
this morning.
E. L. Medlar, president of the Commercial club, made a short address
of welcome to the committee and
the courtesies of the club.
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the committee responded on behalf of the
committee and thanked the club and.
-u,
its president.
Mr. Luna then moved that the convention be held August 17, and th
motion prevailed.
Charles A. Spiess, on behalf of M.
C. Mechim and Alex Qoldenberg of
Tucumcari, Quay county, a committee representing the Quay county Republicans, then Introduced the following resolution, which was adopted
After a short discussion: '
"Be itarnolvd that the representation In "county conventions shall be
bused upon the vote cast for the Republican candidate for delegate
to
Congress In the year 1906.
"In many counties in this territory,
since said election, precincts have
been subdivided.
"In such cases the territory embraced In the original precinct shall
have the same proportionate representation in the county convention as
if it had never been subdivided, and
the county central committees shall
make a poll of the Republican voter
In each of said new precincts and pro
rate the representation accordingly.'
Two communications were received
by the chalraian.
One came from
John Corbett of Mountainair, stating
that a day had been set aside by thu
first New Mexico Chautauqua association as a political day, and that an
Invitation had been extended to the
three political parties of New Mexico and the governor to speak on that
day.
it was decided to refer the matter
to the delegate to Congress nominated
by the territorial convention.
A second communication came from
the Young Men's Republican club of
Bernalillo county, which rid as .foled

.

'

lows:

July 10. 1908.
To the Chairman and Members of th

Territorial Republican Central

by-la-

ii.

(CVintlnuod on Page Four.)

Com-

mittee.
We beg leave to adOentlemen:
vise you that there tins recently beeii
formed a Young Men's Republican
club of liornalilio county. This club
has for its objects the promotion of
the interests of the Republican party
in the county of IJernalillo and incidentally the territory of New Mexico; it is prohibited by its
from advocating the nomination of
one man or set of men for ofllce, but
Is obligated to work and aid all in its
power toward the election of the nominee of the Republican party when
nominated. It is entirely independent
in organization so far as any election
or elections in the county ot Hernalil-l- o
are concerned.
The personnel of Its oftlcers, directors and membership speaks for the
Integrity of its organization and th
purpose of maintaining the club for
the objects above mentioned.
The condition of the Republican
party in IJernalillo county In the past
.
has been anything but
and if these conditions are allowed
to longer prevail, the interests of th"
Republican parly in the territory will
suffer greatly.
At a meeting of the club held last
evening the cond tion of politics in
Bernalillo county was discussed at
some length, and the president and
soeertary of this club were directed
to communicate with your committee. This oriranuatlon feels that the
time has now arrived when the Republican territorial central committee
should take cognizance of the situation In lVrna'illo county and adopt
some means by which parly harmony
may bd restored. As to the menus to)
be adopted we have no suggestions t
Offer, feeling that th
members of
the committee should thoroughly can.
(Coiiilnutxl

m

luge lrnr.)
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It Is estimated that fullvySO per cent of the voters of the city of Albuquerque ami the county of liernallllo. regardless of party, have signed petitions demanding the nomination and election of V. H. Andrews us New
VEGETABLES,
Mexico's delegate to Congress.
county
There Is no room for doubting that the people of this city and
( I guess yes !)
are for Delegate Andrews against the field, and that they will foil up a
g
vote this fall.
COMING
THE
n
In advocating the renomlnatlon and electloft of Mr. Andrews, the Citt-sfeels that It not only voices the sentiments of the Republicans of this
APPLE COUNTRY
city and county, but also the sentiments of a large per cent of the Democrats, who state quite freely that the record made by Mr. Andrews entitles
him to
There are many strong reasons why Mr. Andrews should again represent this territory In Congress.
His record as a "delegate who does things" is better than all the other
delegates New Mexico ever had. He secured for this city a handsome fedFor First Three Years After Purchase.
eral building, which has been needed here for years and which no previous
delegate appeared able to get.
He secured for the Irrigation Congress, which convenes here this fall,
an appropriation of $30,000, and those in Washington who saw the flght
the delegate had to make in order to secure it say that no one but Andrews
could have succeeded under such circumstances.
vvvv
Backed, as he is, by the strong delegation from Pennsylvania, possessing many other powerful friends in Congress and schooled In the work
of things political, Delegate Andrews is the logical man to have In Congress
when New Mexico's statehood bill comes up for passage.
It Is pleasing to no.e that, regardless of party, the people of this city
gagement, for two song and dance
and county ate solidly for Delegate Andrews.
of the Firefly at the Mimic. Answer.
case,
for
return
be
the
in
It is only justice to him that such should
I). Lehmann. '
SHOBT.STORIES
all th.it he has done for Albuquerque.
Tiie minister whistled softly. "And
DAILY
county
at this time would
Opposition to the delegate In this city and
this Is the duty the ideal that
"
be not only Ingratitude In i s worst form, but would be a body blow at the
progress and development of the metropolis of New Mexico.
The girl nodded. "As I see It. I
go with the Firefly dance.
Delegate Andrews should have the support of every one. regardless: of
If you
THK DAXCK AXD T1LK IMM)K.
"
care for us together, why
party, who has the interests of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county and. In fact,
The minister arose and hurried
f the territory at heart.
H. SUne.
jly
Stuart
from the gardtvii of fiowers and beauBernalillo county should send a solid Andrews delegation to the conty, with the air of a man who sees his
vention at Santa Fe, August 17, instructed to work first, last and all the
garden
prlmorse
the
girl
in
The
duty clearly and fears a woman's
time tor his renomlnatlon.
path
gravel
on
the
foot
tapped her
witching blue eyes. When he atThat this will be done is indicated pretty thoroughly by the manner and
petals.
roses'
the
one
of
tugged
at
the quiet gloom of his study.
In which the petitions have been signed and by the sentiment which la ap- Though
face, tained
upon
her
was
smile
It was for an hour's struggling with
i
parent among the voters of both parties.
merheedless
of
smile
not
was
the
the one great Hook In the world.
Mr. Andrews Is, land rightly should be, the choice of this county for it
riment; rather it was the smile of
Hack at the house of the primrose
delegate to Congress against the
yet
doubts.
chosen,
who
has
one
garden, a very pretty girl practiced
swingat
a
came
in
nun
the
When
the supple whirl of the Firefly dance
ing side gate the girl did not turn before a tall mirror.
But the Dance
dark
and
tall
was
He
m.
h
greet
to
with the
did not greatly improve
coat
long,
black
Ul
boyiah,
with
and
practice and the Book lay too long
look
the
upon
and
at
Denver
last
him
country.
In
convention
assembled
The Democrats of the
of the elders
open at a page.
night, nominated Bryan as their presidential candidate and thereby nil but of an old master's saint in hla fine
eyes.
brown
assured the election of Mr. Taft.
It waa the man who first broke
The steam roller was In evidence all day yesterday and last night at
sEcuRtu run
over
opponents,
rode
them silence, with little Jesting queiiea of
Denver. Bryan, having failed to conciliate his
across
the
crop,
twins
the
apple
the
rough shod and took the nomination with a whoop and a hurrah.
rain litCITY ARMORY
The peerless leader of forlorn hopes has twice demonstrated that he way, and whether y it would
queetions for
tremulous,
tle,
does not possess the confidence of the American people, and that he cannot
man had
be elected. He has made the race on platforms of his own choosing and the big question that the
y
from the
on platforms designed for him by influences desiring his election. Both been asking all the way church
on the I'lilillc Spirited t'lll.cus Donate
by the old brick
vorably Ijocalcd C.roiuul.
times he has gone down to defeat.
answered them all
Upon this occasion he presents the pitiful spectacle of going Into the hill. And the girl smiling
the
always
"No,"
campaign bound to a platform which. In many respects, abrogates many "Yea" and
The
Silver t'lty Independent:
perplexed.
of his former policies and advocates many measures which the people have sad"I KiuJle of the for my answer, Lorboard of control of Silver City
have
conic
upon.
adversely
already voted
raine," he said, with arms at pleading has at last secured a site for the new
Who the vice presidential running mate will be. Is still a matter or angle
love-ligcrowding the armory building, the city havng
Is
mentioned,
there
not one who saint-lig- and the
considerable doubt, but of all the names
eyes.
deeded them a plot of gvound at the
hi
from
any
more consistently than Hryan.
can stand on that platform
head of chest- Junction of Broadway and Henneit
girl
her
shook
The
As a result, Mr. Bryan will go before the American people for the third nut glory, still smiling; but she said streets.
This was made possible oy
time, handicapped as he never was handicapped before. He was twice de- not a word.
the public spirit shown by Mrs. O. S.
feated, when he had everything arranged, as he thought, to capture sentiI
uin hM verv srood to you," the Warren, who donated the ground for
ment, but it Is hard to see how he expects to win upon this occasion with man urged, taking a step nearer his a new street, und Councilman Kobci t
(ioiding, who voted for the grant, not
the platform to which he is committed and the company he will be com- desire.
pelled to keep.
"You withstanding that it encroaches on his
"1 know." said the desire.
The nomination of Mr. Bryan at Denver last night makes the Taft are good always. 1 know all that. property at the southeast corner of
'
I'.ennett and Hroadway. The deeds
campaign an easy victory.
U Isn't that."
are now In the hands of the attorney
I love you," the young mnnsici
general, and as soon as tiny are apThree extraordinary crimes of passion are flooding the newspapers or said, simply.
the bonrd will be
him
The girl nodded and for an instant proved bybegin
Italy, not only with sensational news matter but with grave editorial diswork on the armory.
anything the ready to
cussion. In each one of these crimes there were a husband, a wife and she seemed happier thanaay.
preliminaries will be begun at
another man, says the New York World. In one of them the offended girden had seen tnai ministeruui said, The
nnei and upon the return of ("apt.
husband killed his faithless wife; in the second the husband killed the man smile died when the me."
I'm ti i field from St. 1'aul ami ('apt.
who had stolen the affections of his wife; in the third the Lothario killed softly: "And you love
Millikeli from San Antonio, work will
ene
know,"
"Oh,
I
don't
to
In
were
well
tragedy
known
actors
case
the
the
each
In
husband.
the
is anyone tJ know i be begun in earnest. Santa Fe has
the general public, and some of them really famous. The editorial treat- bitterly. "Hown.t..it..
1IH II
um
-V been ready for some time mid Koswel!
I
iiim.mw
oumb
lie
newspapers
Interesting
more
is
than
by
Italian
the
ment of these crimes
a rustic and Las Cruces will be within a very
on
hlmm-l- f
..uiin
page
of
L'lllustrazlone
his
in
otlavlo
Count
the crimes themselves. The
pulled gently at the plump, short time.
asks 'which of the three actors in one of these domestic dramas ought to bench,
of the lady of the primhand
little
killed,
to
he
customary
lover
aud
for
says
the
that it is
be the victim. He
do love me," he said.
"You
roses.
grounds
practical.
For,
on
he
but
be regrets the custom, not on moral
me and I will neip HARRIS WROTE
beside
re
Sit
h.
cusfollow
unconsciously
argues, men are such Imitative beings that they
not
do
You
your
soul.
you
nd
tom 'n such delicate affairs; consequently husbands shoot their rivals with- know yourself that Is all."
out reasoning. The killing of a few more husbands, he believes, would
DEFENSE OF RELIGION
ii.ub".
The gill DroKc
make married men hesitate before atUcking the despollers of their homes, paced up and down the gravel pathand the ultimate effect of this would he that human life would be mir
way with the air of a queen of the
secure. His closing words are: To the quer "Who ought to be killer.'" trug.dy. At the end of the walk a IjM4 IJlcrnrv Work of l iiclc Hcinus"
which is agitating so many moralists and especially so many lovers and blushing, velvety Marechal Nell met
Was Criticism of lineinics of
Christ laulty.
Jealous men, I now, in order to prepare the way for better times, do n it dismemberment at her nanus, anu
hesitate to rep : "if it really be necessary to kill any one, let it be the plucked the honesuckle's leaves to
husband."
fragments when she had paced back
Atlanta, (3a., July 10. The last arto the bench where the young min- ticle written by Joel Chandler Harris
was a defense of
("L'nele
ister wondered.
The Democratic convention yesterday cheered for Hryan an hour an
Tell me," she stormed, "when love the iloetrines of the Christian religion
seventeen minutes. Perhaps the Incident would make Roosevelt feel real
whatT"
clash,
then
bad. were It not for the ominous silence of New Vork and the hisses from and your Ideals you mean duty. Lor- and a criticism of those who are un"If by
settling the old faith by higher critithe iiuftey contingent of
raine, there can be no doubt duty cism, in it he said he needed no argumentative props to assure him of
Judging from the ability displayed by Frank H. Hitchcock in handling wins."
She nodded. "Yes, I think so, too." the truth of the Christian religion.
the Taft preliminaries, the party could not have selec ted a better man. to
"
minisyoung
began
the
But
He was glad he required no theloglc-a- l
conduct the Taft campaign.
ter.
to help him to believe.
girl
message,"
the
awaiting
a
am
"I
When "Uncle Remus" expressed to
The uprising In Mexico is suppressed. It would be Interesting to
interrupted.
his family his belief that his illness
many revolutionists stood with their bucks against the wall before the
She continued her pacing, more would prove fatal one of his sons
happy result was achieed.
slowly now; and the mln'ster on the cheerfully declared:
bench toyed Idly with pebbles from
"Your time has not yet come to be
The nomination of Larrazolo by the Democrats would look like a de the walk. For ten minutes there was no more."
liberate plot again, stutehoo.i, if they had ny Idea whatever that they no sound In the garden save the light
ith sudden seriousness
Harris
could elect him.
crunch of a dainty foot on the gravel. said: "Itather, when a man dies, InAnd then an urchin In blue shuffle, stead of saying he Is no more, say
No one will be happier to see Mr. Hryan take up the IVmocratlc
in. with a yellow envelope and a form he Is forever."
book to sign. The lady tore open the
Harris was baptized into the Ho- standard than the men who will oppose him at the polls in .November.
in
After iha tin, I read ma:i ("athollr church the day before
stars In the the message she handed the Indelible his death. His wife and children are
B ginning l ight now the government will use forty-si- x
scribbling to the waiting minister, Catholics.
spangled Flag And every one of them is a fixed star.
who read:
'New York. June t. Offer jrou
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Harry Orchard's death sentence has been commuted to life Imprison
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i.
eighty dollars a week, ten weeks' en ..in
ment, which will give him plenty of time to think up more confessions.
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CALL FOR

r gallon congress will be as follows !
The permanent officers of the con- -'
gress.
The president of the United States.
The vice president of the United States.
Tin- members of the cabinet.
Members of the United States Senate and House of Representatives.
Governors of states, territories and
insular possessions of the United
'
States.
Members of state and territorial
I
legislatures.
Ambassadors, ministers, consuls and
and delegates
other representatives
from foreign nations and colonies.
Members of state, territorial and Insular Irrigation ond forestry commissions.
Delegates.
Fifteen delegates appointed by the
governor of each state or territory.
by the
Ten delegates appointed
mayor of each city of the United
States of more than 25,000 thousand
population.
Klve delegates appointed by
the
mayor of each city In the United
States of less than 25,000 population.
Five delega.es appointed by each
board of county commissioners
or
county supervisors In the United
States.
Five delegates appointed by each
state organization, having as its object the advancement of the public
welfare of that state.
Five delegates appointed by each
state Irrigation, forestry, agricultural
or horticultural society or association.
Five delegates appointed by each
national or interstate association In.
terested In the objects sought by the
National Irrigation Congress.
Five delegates by each state association of professional, commercial,
fraternal, patriotic, religious or labor
organization.
Two delegates duly accredited
by
eacn chamber of commerce, board of
trade, immigration society or commercial club.
Two delegates duly accredited by
each regularly organized Irrigation,
agricultural, horticultural or forestry
club, association or society in the
United States.
Two delegates duly accredited by
each irrigation company.
Two delegates duly accredited
by
each agricultural college, and by each
college or university having chairs of
hydraulic engineering or forestry in
the United States.
Two delegates duly accredited
by
each regularly organized society of
engineers in the United States.
.Make Appointments Karly.
Appointment of delegates should be
made as early as possible, and notice
of appointment with full name and
postofflce address of delegates forwarded to the chairman or secretary
of the board of control, Albuquerque,

Who is the Woman in the Case?

CONGRESS
Ten Thousand Circulars
taining All Information are
Being Sent Out

Con-

Ten thousand circulars containing
the oftlclal call for the Sixteenth Na-

tional Irrigation congress at Albuquerque September 2 to October 3,
mus, are being sent out from the
headquarter of the board of control.
The call la as follows:
To the People of the United States,
Greeting:
The Sixteenth National Irrigation
congress will be held In Albuquerque,
New Mexico, U. S. A., September i
t October 3, Inclusive, 1908.
Object
The four great objects of the congress are to "save the forests, store
the floods, reclaim the deserts and
make homes on the land."
in the
All who are interested
achievement of these objects or any
of them are invited to attend the congress, and, by participating in its dewise diliberations, contribute to
rection of national policies and development of practical methods of
conserving and developing the great
natural resources of the country,
thereby insuring a greater stability of
.prosperous conditions, extending the
habitable area. Increasing the products of the land and developing Internal trade and commerce.
National and state officials, irrigation and forestry experts, engineers,
farmers and irrigators, manufacturers, professional and business men, in
dustrial workers, editors and other
representatives of the press will attend the congress.
International Industrial Exposition.
Concurrently with the Irrigation
congress and continuing until October
10, there will be held at Albuquerque
an International Industrial exposition
of irrigated farm and forest products,
together with exhibits of every other
industry and natural resources of the
country. The list of cash prises, tro
phies and other offerings for compet
itive exnibitlon is the largest ever be.
fore presented at a similar exposition. The exhibition of irrigated farm
products will be superb, over 100,000
square feet of exhibition space having
been already reserved.
Studies iu Irrigation.
The greatest opportunity for the
study of Irrigation, irrigation practices and results, is found In the territories of New Mexico and Arizona.
Irrigation Projects.
Albuquerque, the commercial metropolis of tne southwest, where the
congress will be held. Is so admirably
situated from a transportation point
of view that the delegates will have
great opportunities for visiting the
gigantic Irrigation projects of the
southwest now being constructed by
the national government under the
reclamation act. notably the great
Roosevelt dam In the Salt river valley. Arizona, the Elephant Butte dam
and the Leasburg diversion unit of
the Hio Grande project, and the Hondo and Carlsbad projects In the
I'ecos valley of New Mexico.
Other great irrigation enterprises located in various portions of the territory of New Mexico, constructed or
contemplated
under private enterprise, may be visited, as special excursion rates will be given to all delegates by the railway companies.
Addresses.
Men prominent in the nation and
particularly in the west will deliver
addresses and read specially prepared
papers upon topics of great Interest.
These, it Is expected, will reflect the
Amerpublic sentiment of semi-ari- d
ica.
Forestry.
The national policy of forest preservation, under w hich more than a hundred millions of forest area and grazing land.s of the' public domain have
been reserved from sale for the purple of preventing denudation and
destruction, insuring their proper use
and conserving the timber and range
resources of the west and the protection of the watersheds, is largely due
to the ciystalization of public thought
uid sentiment resulting from the an
nual discussions and addresses had
and made a the sessions of the Na
tional Irrigation congress.
OMifervnee of Governor.
The great conference of governors
and otliers held at the White House
1n May this year, at the Invitation of
President Roosevelt, for the di.cus- rion of national policies In the matter of conservation and preservation
of thi natural resources of the coun
try, has given great impetus to the
movement and ha.s ad. led great Interest to the approaching sessions of the
congress.
IHircljrn Representative?!.
from the
The official invitation
government of the United States to
all foreign countries Interested in Ir
rigation to wald delegates to the congress, the appropriation of $30,000 In
aid of its nevessary expenses by the
Sixtieth Congress of the United
States, gives to the Sixteenth National
Irrigation congress an official character never before had and enjoyed by
nny of the great Industrial conventions
of this country.
Mcni!ers.
In its membership the National Irrigation congress is the most broadly
representative of any of our national
gatherings.
It deals with questions
of national policy and representation
Is accorded to practic ally every body
of citizens In th United States.
The program of the congress will
consist of addresses by men eminent
In this and other countries, carefully
prepared papers by administrative officials and engineers of the national
reclamation service and forst service,
with ample provision for volunteer
rpeeches and discussion.
The personnel of the National Ir-- J

far-fam- ed

New Mexico, U. S. A.
All foreign governments,

notably

Great Britain, Italy, Portugal, Mexico,
Cuba and the South American republics, have been Invited to send repre
sentatives to the congress and make
exhibits at the exposition.
Another notable feature of the con.
gress will be the report of a committee named at the fifteenth Congress,
held at Sacramento In 1907, relative
to the desirability of organizing
an
congress,
having a
international
brouded and more comprehensive
scope and covering all matters touch,
lug the conservation and use of na
tional resources of all the countries
of the globe.
The people of New Mexico and of
the
Duke City Albuquerque are
erecting a magnificent convention hall
s.
for the accommodation of the
This structure will cost upwards of $30,000 when completed and
wi.l seat 3,500 delegates. It Is built
of cement, brick and steel and is a
very handsome building.
Albuquerque and New Mexico will
be the scene in Sep. ember and Oc
tober of the greatest Irrigation cele
bration and demonstration in the his.
tory of the southwest.
The purpose Is to emphasize the
Importance and value of irrigation as
a factor in national development and
to make an object lesson with exiiib
its of the resources, agricultural, hor
tlcultural, live stock and minerals of
the great west.
This will extend over a period of
two weeks and will Include the National Irrigation Congress the Inter.
national industrial Exposition and the
Twenty-eighth
Annual New Mexico
Territorial Fair. There will also be
receptions, excursions and other en
tertainments in various portions of
tlie territory to which all of the delegates will be Invited. The musical
part of the program during the con- giess will be on a higher and more
ai .lsllc plane than any ever attempted in the history of the country.
The electrical illumination of the
city of Albuquerque, the decorative
arches commemorative of this great
event, the participation by the nation,
al government In the exhibits
and
displays, the military and the navy,
all will be on a pjr with the great
expositions of the country heretofore
held.
The live s:ock show will be unsurpassed by anything In that line ever
held west of Ch'eago or Kansas City.
Preparations will be made for the
comfort and entertainment of thousands of visitors.
The most impressive ceremonies
will mark the opening and closing of
the congress and exposition.
con-gres-
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New York, June 10. Who Is the
woman in the case? This is the paramount question in the spicy gossiping of New York society, now that
Mrs. Frank J. Gould has filed suit
for absolute divorce and the breach
between her and her husband seems
to be final.
Mrs. Gould admits that she will
name a
who Is unknown In New York. It will be alleged, according to report, that Gould
Santiago, claiming the whole country
for the Spanish crown.
The climate of this portion of New
Mexico in September and October is
most delightful. Do not be afraid of
hot weather.
The greatest surprise
you will have will be In the climatic
conditions. You will sleep under
blankets every night of your stay, and
the days will be the October days of
the north, and when you leave us
for your eastern or northern homes
you will say that the Land of Sunshine has a climate "winter or summer, fall or spring, day or night, in
sunlight, moonlight or starlight the
most delightful In all the world."
Delegates appointed to the congress
should communicate with the board
of control at Albuquerque, New Mexico, in order that
accommodations
may be reserved.
The board of control, consisting of
prominent citizens of New Mexico,
supported by unanimous sentiment
throughout the territory, and aided
by committees representing all counties, districts and towns in the territory, are preparing a splendid program of entertainment and will accord delegates a cordial welcome.
Hallway Rates.
Special railway rates will be made
for delegates to the congress and will
prevail over all transcontinental lines,
privileges at all westwith stop-overn points.
er

Kxctirvlotifi.

Special excursions will enable delegates to see all of New Mexico that
is reached by railway lines.
These
excursions will cover the great Mesllla
valley In the lower Rio Grande, the
Pecos valley of southeastern New Mexico, the ancient city of
Santa Fe, the oldest capital in the
United States, the mesa farming regions of San Miguel and Colfax counties, the mining districts
of Grant
county, a special excursion to the
Grand Canyon of Arizona, America's
most stupendous natural wonder, to
the site of tie great Elephant Butte
Dam. where the government of the
United States has commenced the expenditure of over $S. 000, 000 in the
construction of the greatest reservoir
for irrigation purposes In the world,
und to the Hondo and Carlsbad
In the Pecos valley, both
d
and In operation, showing com.
pletely two of the greatest Irrigation
enterprises In the territory.
The excursion to the Grand Canyon
will also include a trip to the great
Roosevelt dam In Arizona. Including
the cities of Prescot and Phoenix.
To delegates
coming from the
Rocky mountain and Pacific coast
slates a choice of routes, going and
returning, may be had.
Delegate from eastern points will
e aide t.i obtain a special rate, with
all of the side trip accommodations
usually accompanying that class of
ticket.
A Ri le trip from the city of Albuquerque to the City of Mexico at a
Very reasonable rate Is being arranged, particulars as to which will
be announced later.
Information.
Information relative to the congress, Interstate Industrial
Exposition, program, rates, hotels and other
data, will be furnished upon request
from the Irrigation Congress headquarters. Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Albuquerque. New Mexico, I', si. A..
June 30, 1908. '
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
liy Frank C. Goudy. Chairman.
THE HOARD OF CONTROL,
Hy Willard .?. Hopewell. Chairman.
A pproved :
FRANK C. GOfDV Preldent.
li. A. FOWLER. Secretary.
far-fam-

pro-Jec-

ts

com-plete-

The' people of New Mexico are enthusiastic In the promotion of this
great enterprise, this campaign of
publicity and in their efforts to provide for the pleasure and comfort of
delegates and visitors will leave nothing undone that energetic management can foresee. Everything
will
be done for the general welfare of
the people who will honor us wl;h
their presence.
We feel certain that this congress
will have an added Interest to many
because it will be held on the banks
of the historic Klo Grande, vyliere
Do you know that we opcra'j SO
over 350 years ago Francisco Vasquez
machines In our plant every day T
de Coronado and his hos.s of Span1 list's why we can make
and sell
ish soldiers of fortune established the window
fiamcs for brick at $1.80;
rirst military post in this portion of
$1.00;
porch
awlnga
Tten doors at
America and planted the banner of at $3.00. Superior I'lannlug Mill.
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MRS. FRANK J. GOULD.

has for several years been training

thts woman's voice for the grand op
era stage under the best masters In
Europe, and that she accompanied

-

.-

him. on long cruises on his yacht.
This is all society has heard. Spec.
ulation and anticipation, however, is
ram pun L Under the law the papers
in the case must all be filed within
two weeks. It Is possible that even
then society may be thwarted by an
agreement to argue the proceedings
In private
a referee.
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Wire Not In
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11 le Trumpet.
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A little want ad, day by day,

Does the work

you draw the pay.

Texlco Trumpet.
It sees the peop.'e you
Some unscrupulous,
know,
writer took advantage of the busi
helps
you
make
ness men of Texlco Sunday by send
your business grow.
Ing a scare-hea- d
story to the Morning Journal of Albuquerque with a
Texlco date line of Sunday to the ef
feet that "only the timely lntervon
tlon of Governor Curry averted a serl
ous riot and even probably bloodshed would take this unfair advantagepen-of
here yesterday morning when a band a town deserve to be aent to the
of armed citizens marched out against itentiary for false representation and
HAVE YOU A
To give It an indication of
a gang of 300 Santa Fe track workers slander.
name,
governor'
uses
he
the
truth
with the Intention of forcing the track
men to cease tearing up the Santa. Fe but the whole article is a malicious
misrepresentation.
track between Cameo and Texlco.
The truth about It Is this: The
The article, about a half column In Santa Fe company
to tear up
length. gocB on to state that by the this track on July started
4th, a legal holitaking up of this track, some seven day, and the action was
telephoned to
miles In length, "Texlco is cut off the Governor Curry. The governor at
main line south and is left stranded;" once Instructed the attorney general
that "much thought having been giv to stop the work, as it was being done
Do you know
people are almost fighting
en to the means to prevent the action contrary to the company's franchise.
proposed by the railroad, It had Absolutely nothing else was done, but
for quarters right here in Albuquerque,
aroused b tter feeling in Texlco and the attorney general
stopped
the
had been cause for serious concern work.
ad like this
to property owners.
The story of the 100 armed men
yon his way to Roswell Governor Is as visionary as la the statement that
Curry was met at Melrose by a com- this would leave Texico stranded.
mittee of citizens from Texlco, who Texlco Is still on the main line of the
accompanied him by way of Clovls to Santa Fe to Helen and la the biggest
Cameo and who apprised him of the and best town along the route. The
fOK BENT Large, well furnished,
situation as regards Texico's Interests only bitter feeling that lias been 2
well ventilated front room, modern
governor
The
at that time advised aroused over this little ten miles of
OO Blake 8t.
ami sanitary
against hasty action and told the com side track was In the vacuum under
mittee to seek a remedy In the courts. said newspaper correspondent's hat.
The governor never was called
"Early yesterday morning a gang
of 300 track men were brought down upon to advise against hasty action,
from Amurlllo and began tearing up and the nearest thing to an armed
placed in
the old track. They had actually torn force that could have been seen here
Albuquerque Citizen will secure
up about four miles of mils when a the 4th was an army of people enjoyyou a
the small cost oi
committee of armed citizens of Tex-ic- ing an excellent celebration program.
100 strong, marched out with the
In Justice to the people of Texlco
the Morning Journal and all other paintention of stopping the work.
"Telephone communication was es- pers who may have copied this cock
3
35cM
6
tablished with the governor at Ros- and bull story are asked to refute It
well and he, with Attorney General in full.
Hervey, succeeded In getting into
communication with General Manager
How's This?
Avery Turner of the Pecos Valley We offer One Hundred Dollars Reline of the Santa Ee, w ho was in Ros- ward for any case of Catarrh that can-nbe cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
well. The governor Induced
Mr.
CO., Toledo, O.
J. CH KNBl
Turner to rex-al-l
the gang of track! We. the undersigned, have known If.
men and as a result the matter will J. Cheney for the last Ik years, and be
him perfectly honorable
In
all
bo taken Into the courts at once tor lleve
buslnes
transactions and financially
a decision. It Is probable that the able to carry out any obligations
made
by his firm.
Texlco people will apply for an
K1NNAN & MARVIN,
to restrain the Santa Fe WALDiNU.
Wholesale r.rugiu, lulei'f.. O.,
The telephone makes the
preserves
telephone
The
from tearing up or abandoning its Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internalyour health, prolongs year Ufa
duties lighter, the cares leas
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
track, and, falling In this, will seek' mucous
and the worries fewer.
of the system. Testiand protects yoar home.
to attack the franchise under which monials surfaces
sent free. Price tbo per bottle.
Bold by all Druggists.
the line Is operated.
"The matter has aroused bitter feel- -, Take Halls family fills for constiIng In Texlco and but for the timely: pation.
TOU NEED A TELEP HO.VE IN TOUR HOUI
Intervention of the governor serious
IiOr DON'S JERSEY
trouble might have been expected."
FARM
I
A newspaper correspondent
who
FOK I'lUK ICE CREAM.

don't

hare-brain-

And

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
that

and now?

An

The

tenant at

o,

times for

or

times for 50c.

ot

Convenience - Comfort - Security

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

vwtmi mcjmmcmcmomcmomammn

AN ENDORSED CHECK
FOR DISPUTE

The endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
the party rtceived payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by check it's the safe way.
We offer exceptional advantages for checking- accounts, both
large and small.
-

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

ooaxj)SKJoTj:Twi

with ample means and unsurpassed facilities

BANK
OF

GIVES NO GROUND

m

ox

the;
COMMERCE

LHUQUEUQUE. N M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000

.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA. President
W S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
IW. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier

William Mcintosh,'
A. M. Mackwell.

J. C. Ualdridge,
O. E. Cromwell.

ALBPQTJErQFE
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TAOK

In 'hli')i i!' they'
and bumped
rode so violently that their cage
tumbled to the floor, . causing the
death of several of the family. The
from
deceased members were taken
the cage at the loeal station and
given a respectable burial.
It Is very likely that the Sanfa Fe
for
will he asked to pay damages
every Pick that tiled as a result of
the accident.
"This one Is a very valuable bird."
the tender.
salil Mr. Shnckloford,
"He Is worth $35; aren't you, Dick?"
parrot stepped sideA large green
ways along a slender perrh and saiil,
"(let out."
"Every bird talks." continued Mr.
Shackleford, "and we have every
one of the 3.5o contracted for as
soon as we get them In St. Louis. And
1 want to tell
you .hat I will be glad
We
when 1 can turn them over.
were four months catching them. We
had 7 000 of them at one time and
we had seven Mexican women feeding them.. We hail hundreds of men
helping us In finding the birds. The
Joo was such a snap that men left
their farming and the mines and most
every other class of labor to hunt
parrots.
It was easy money for
them. We took them nil from the
nest, when they were yet blind. Tiy
this means the birds grew up domesticated and learn to talk readily.
A terrible
storm killed over 3,000
of the birds Just before we were
ready to ship them. A few were
killed on the ears. We experienced
considerable trouble In getting the
shipment across the Mexican border
because of sanitary laws."
The birds, wltfl their several thousand voices squeiklng In shrill notes,
attracted a large and curious crowd
at the depot this morning. The noise
tney made could be heard for blocks.
ihfe-ca-

II

MALOY'S

REPUBLICANS ARE

Chase & Sanborns
Teas and Coffees

IT

Have Alway Plensed You
The old song, "Just as
Good,'' basa false ring tor-it-

(Continued I Yom

rase

One.)

should be placed upon the free list
and material reductions should be
made In the t.trilT upon the necessabecause the people are
ries of life and put upon articles com.
peting with such American manufacdiscovering that there is
tures as are sold abroad more cheaply
no other line of Teas and ."J than at home; and graduated reductions should be made in such other
Coffees as good as Chase
schedules as nr.iy be necessary to re& Sanborn's.
store the tariff to a revenue basis.
"Existing duties have given the
Sold only at
manufacturers of paper a shelter behind which they have organized com.
binHtions to raise the price of pulp
and of paper, thus imposing a tax
upon the spread of knowledge.
"We ilenwnj the immediate repeal
of the tariff on wood pulp, print paper, lumber, timber and logs, and
PHONE 72
that these articles be placed upon the
free list."
The trusts plank demands the enforcement of criminal laws against
guilty trust magnates and officials and
the enactment of such additional laws
as will make a private monopoly an
impossibility and In this connection
a law Is demanded which will prevent a duplication of directors among
competing corporations; a license sys.
tem by which it will be necessary for
a corporation engaged In Interstate
commerce to secure a federal permit
before it is permitted to control as
much as 25 per cent of any product
It, which It deals, this license to protect the public from watered stock
from
and to prevent a corporation
controlling more than 60 per cent of
T1IK
any product; a law compelling corMIIS. X EWXVW'ED
porations to sell on the same basis
Dons not bother herself or tantalise in all parts of the country after mak.
her better half by trying to make lng due allowance for transportation.
bread, biscuits, cakes, pies, etc. She
Greater powers for the interstate
Is wle she orders them from our commerce commission to supervise
bake-shoand her "hubby" compli- and control transportation companies
ments her on her common sense and Is demanded, and physical valuation
rood Judgment. We are expert bak- of
railroads forms a part of the
Give us a
ers and pastry maker
plank.
trial order and prove to yourself what transportation
savings banks are favored.
Postal
we say.
.
sK
. fi
as is a law compelling national banks
to provide a fund for the payment of
deposits of an Insolvent national
should
bank. Emergency currency
be issued, controlled and loaned on
207 South First
adequate security to national
and
state banks by the national government. An Income tax la favored.
iH won Railroad Avonao
The labor plank pledges the Demo,
crats to the eight-holaw on all
government work; a general employPLANING .Mill ers' liability act; creating a departALBIigUtRQJE
ment of labor which will Include
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY mines and mining.'
The injunction prank says:
When in need of wish, door, frame,
nr. Screen work a specialty. 400 "Questions of Judicial practice have
arisen especially In connection with
South first street. Telephone 481.
industrial disputes. We deem that
the parties to all Judicial proceedings
should be treated with rigid impartiality, and that injunctions
Bhould
not be Issued In any cases In which
BAMIiKOOK BROS.
113 John St. injunctions would not issue if no inPfaone 59S
dispute were Involved."
Kaililln lliirapa m. Snedallv.
ftrat dustrial
A navy adequate to protect
the
drivers in the city. Proprietors ofl coasts
of the United States and a
"MMlle," the icnic wagon.
merchant marine without subsidy are
favored. Other planks Included are:
Protection for American citizens at
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
home and aoroad;
enforcement of
civil service laws which will make
for merit and ublllty as standards of
Tlie Metal
promotion; a generous pension pol'
New York, July 10. Lead quiet, icy; the organization of a national
14.42 Vi it 4.47 V, ; lake copper quiet, health bureau; the institution of agsilver, 34c
ricultural experiment stations and
schools in the several states; election
Money Market.
of Senators by direct vote: laws recall
on
New York, July 10. Money
lating to the control of public grazing
mercanesufy, 16i IVj per cent; prime
lands should be left to the control of
tile paper, 3 4 tj 4 per cent.
the several states; the use of navigable streams throughout the country
Grain and Provisions.
and their Improvement to provide
Chicago, July 10. Wheat July, transportation facilities; regulation of
c; Sept..
telegraph and telephone, and federal
75
Corn July, 74c; Sept.,
aid In consruet'ing post roads; Inde76
c.
pendence of the Philippines; territoOats July, 47 c; Sept., 40 c.
rial government for Alaska and Porto
vPork July, $16.05; Sept., $1.17V4. Rico; completion of the Panama caSept., $9.62 Vi nal; closer relations with Latin Amer.
Lard July, $9.52
lean republics; exclusion of Asiatic
IUbs July, $8.87 H ; Sept., $9.00.
races.
'

,
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Pioneer Bakery,
St

Don't Forget The
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Highland Livery

MEET
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International Affair and
List of Trophic Promises to
He Large.

A shooting tournament will In all
probability be held In Albuquerque
on some day or days of the coming
Irrigation Congress this fall, and
much enthusiasm Is being evinced
over the event. The tournament will
be an International affair and will be
open to competitors from all over the
world. Nothing definite has as yet
been announced, but It Is understood
that the fair association will donate
$1000 which will be
divided Into
prizes for the highest scores made
y
one-daA
by shooters.
tournament
was also discussed and should
the
shoot last but one day, the amount
donated for prizes will only be $500.
whereas $1000 will be appropriated
should the tournament last two days.
Among the local organizations there
are some excellent shots, and practice shoots are held weekly at Traction park, where the club has Installed a new trap which, when tried
for the first time last Sunday, was
found to be an excellent one. The
next weekly shoot will be held at
the park Sunday afternoon, at which
time most of the members of the organization are expected to be present
In order that all may get accustomed
to the new trap, which Is much faster
than the one previously shot from.

TOMORROW
AT

GOLDEN RULE

Excellent Program Will lie Given by
ITofcMNor
.ibl:s and Miw i'rail.
Shoppers at the Golden Rule dry
goods store tomorrow evening will be
treated to the best concert of the
season as far as the concerts at this
The
popular store are concerned.
musicians will be Prof. Uibbs, violinist, and Miss Pratt, pianist, as usual,
but the program will eclipse any of
the past concerts as to choice selections. The program will consist of
two parts of five selections each, and
is as follows:

Part

I.

Illou
March. "Under Two Flags"
Intermezzo, "Apple blossoms"....
Roberts
Selection. "Mile. Modiste . .Herbert
. . .Strauss
Waltz. "Auf Wledersohen'
Hungarian Dance No. 1 . . . Brahms
Part II.
March, "Rlaze Away". . . . Holzmann
. , Yradler
Serenade, "Ia Paloma"..
Gillct
"Soin du Bal '
Selection, "The burgomaster". . .
Luders
Prize sung,'' "Melstersingcr" .. Wagner

SIPKIUXTKX DENT
OP PARKS IS HEItE TODAY.
Among the prominent Republicans
In the city today swapping campaign
experiences is Dr. Klttrell, postmaster and superintendent of parks of
fiocrro. Dr Klttrell has been postmaster of the Gem City for going
on six years and has been custodian
of Socorro's beautiful little park the
same number of years, doing very
New York Blocks.
capacities.
efficient service In both
New
For the best work on shirt waist
York, July 10. Following The (rem City's park is Dr. Klttrell'
were closing quotations on the Block hobby, and when he It not pulling patronize Hiibbs Laundry Co.
exchange today:
teeth he Is a dentist by profession
STAGE TO JKMEZ LEAVES 211
Amalgamated Copper
tS
he Is pulling weeds In the park. He ' WEST GOLD
MORXLNG AT
H
Atchison
does one or the other every iiiorn-an- d 5 O'CLOCK. EVEHY
92 Vs
do. preferred
every evening, and the day he
104
New York Central
spends attending to his official du122
Pennsylvania
ties as postmaster.
87
Southern Pacific
When Dr. K ttrell begin adminis148 ',
Union Pacific
tering muchings an, I Takings and waALL KINDS
39
United State Steel
terings every day to the little
lo6
do. preferred
plot of gr mil
In Socorro,
FARM MACHINERY
tlie park, it was a park In
known
Kmi-uCity IJelmk.
It
only.
Today
is
must
name
the
ReJu y lo - i'attl
Kansas
beautiful plot ..f landscape gardensoutli-ernceipts 3, .".no. Including J h
steady: houiIk n sters. $3.50 It ing in New Mexico.
cows,
12 iiimh 3.75;
.00;
southern
WRITE FOR ZkWm
MtockiM
and feeders, $3 ooru 5.20;
OF
PRI ES
AN3 WHCLESAU
CARLOAD
PARROTS
bulls, $2.60 ri 4.25; calves. $3. no 'u 5.50;
western steers, $ 4.5o u 0..M; western
cows, $2.50 it 4.25.
PASSES THROUGH CITY
Ho'gs Iteeelpis 7.0O0; 5 n 10c high-er- ;
bulk of sabv. Iti.'i'i 6. 50 ;
$6,459) t. 56; packers and butchi rs,
$6.30i 6 55; liglit. I i 10 5.40, pig, Tin ) ( unie. Prom Mexico and Arc On
$4.75i! ,5.50.
Their Wuy lo St. Louis,
here
strong;
Sheep- Receipts
2.000,
They Will Be Sold.
muttons, $4.0U'ii 4 "i0; lambs. $4.5U'ii
6.6o; rang wether. fi.li'ui'M); fed
A
$3,451(1 4.10.
family of 3.500 members, each
one named Richard, called Dick for
"Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil Is the short, passed through the city this
best remedy for that often fatal dis- morning en route from the state of
ease croup. Has been tided with Veracruz, Mexico, to St. Louis. They
success in our family for eight years." were all very green, both In color and
Mrs. L. Whlteacre. Buffalo, N. Y.
as to the customs of the United
States, but talked quite intelligently
every de- about a certain engineer who hauled
Our work Is It I GUT
them her last night from 1 Pao,
partment. Hub 1 Laundry Co,
M M'OHKO

M

.

THIS FALL

Will He nn

CONCERT

i

CONVENE

AUGUST

system of refrigerat'on and most
Finest automatic dry-a- ir
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market

(Continued from Pace One.l

White Frost TI"L"' White Frost

vass the situation and adopt such
measures s tlie exigencies of the situation require. The Young Men's Republican club pledges its support to
any mtnsurcs which may be devised
by your committee, which will promote harmony and bring about a
sound condition of affairs in Bernalillo county, and will cheerfully aid
the committee in any way within its
power.
(Signed)

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator on the market.
All sizes. Prices right.

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers

C. O. CL'SHM AN.

Secretary.
Following the reading of the letter, it was decided to give the various
Republican factions in this county a
chance to be heard, and Charles V.
Safford, the secretary, was Instructed
to extend to the representatives
of
the factions and organizations an Invitation to appear before the committee during the afternoon.
The committee then took a recess
unil 2:30 p. m.
Those In attendance were: Chairman H. O. Huisuni. of Socorro county; Secretary Charles V. Safford, of
San Juan county; National Committeeman Soloman I. una of Valencia
county; W. H. 11. Llewellyn, of Dona
ut
Ana county; Eugenlo Romero,
San M'guel county; Charles A. Spless,
of San Miguel county; Eugene Van
Patten, holding proxy of Martin Loh-maof Dona Ana county; T. S.
Hubbell. of Bernalillo county; Harry
F. Lee, of Bernalillo county;
H. O.
Bursum held the proxy of Abran
Abeyta, of Socorro, and Mr. Spless
the proxy of Harry Kelly, of San
Miguel county.
The afternoon session proved a
very interesting one, when the question of how best to promote harmony
between the factions In Bernalillo
county was taken up.
C. O. Cushman, president of
the
Young Men's Republican club, was
the first to appear before the committee. Mr. Cushman spoke very
brletly, but stated that the young
men's club held itself In readiness to
act upon the suggestions of the
committee towards any plan which
would serve to restore harmony and
Insure a full Republican
vote In
Bernanillo coun.y.
Mr. Cushman said the club had
no suggestions to offer, but
would
willingly do anything in its power to
aid in bringing the desired end about.
At this Juncture Mr. Spless of San
Miguel county got into the game with
a resolution of considerable length,
which he stated ought to at least
bring the matter to a point for defSpless had
Mr.
inite discussion.
gauged the situation aright, for the
discussion began and was In full
swing until after 4 o'clock, at which
hour the committee wu still In session.
Mr. Spless' resolution provided for
a commission or committee selected
from the various factions, to call a
prhnary election and practically to
take charge of the party affairs pending the outcomV of the primaries, regardless of the central committees of
the regular organization and the Goo.
(Joos or Independents.
The resolution was discussed freely,
Messrs. Spcss, Hubbell, Medler, Bur-suClancy, Jesus Romero, T. N.
Wilkerson, Llewellyn and others taking an active Interest.
The committee showed a willingness to do anything in its power to
bring about an adjustment of the dlf-- f
culties If the contending forces could
be mollified. The outcome at 4
o'clock was problematical.

JUST RECEIVED.

ALL SIZES.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

5

&ATI It DAY'S SPIiCIAL SALE.
55c
cans of California tomatoes
e
pkgs. of
cornflakes. .25c
10c
12 '2c pkgs. of vermicelli
Fancy evaporated apricots, per lg. 20c
15c
li lb, pkgs. of cocoanut
45c
2 half pound canj of cocoa
15c
Coffee cereal, per pkg
26c
3 pkgs. Jelly powder
15c
Cream of wheat
10c
12 He pkg. of sago
10c
Sliced bacon in cans
5c
scouring soap
60c
15 bars of laundry soap
15c
Fancy pears, per can
15c
Sweet potatoes, per can
10c
2 lb. can of pork and beans
20c
Fancy pineapple, per can
20c
25c can of chipped beef
11c
Little neck clams
35c
2 largo cans of oysters
THE MAZE.
VM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
6
3

F. H. Strong

Egg-o-Se-

ht

Funeral

Director and

is hereby given

f

Supt. Fatrvlew and
santa Barbara
Cemeteries

r

Strong Block 2nd and
Copper Avenue. Telephones!
Office 75, Residence 106.
Office

Lady

Attendant

......4)4)4)4)4)4

1908.

Claimant names as witnesses: R.
Harmon, of Laguna, X. M.; Louis
Kow uni, of Casa Ulanea, X. M.; Uorl-bi- o
Kowuni, of O.isa Rlanca. X. M.;
Levantonlo Sarrallno. of Paguate.
X. M.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
Register.

RIO

6RANDE

i

"OLD KEUABLH.1

ESTABLISHED

1871.

:

: THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
i
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive stock of Stapl
the Southwest.

FARM AND

Bargains I
Bargains!

Orscertss la

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

4

i
filONTEZlmlA TRUST CO. :
:
:
ALBUQUFTQUC
new

These light paydays It will pay you
to look for Irargalns. and right here
Is where you will find the biggest

New-Yor-

CO.

L. B. PUTNEY

RAILROAD AVENUE.

P.MATTEUCCI

LUMBbK

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

(J.

bargains hundreds of them.
15c
25c sun bonnets
89c
$1.25 shirt waists
50c girls' drosses.
$1.39
$1.75 men's shoes
$2.25
$3.00 ladies', oxfords
TENOR UARI'SO LOSES HIS W I EE. 4 large boxes matches
9c
9c
New York, July 10. A cablegram Loose raisins, lb
10c
has been received here from Paris Large cans tomatoes
stating that George Tyler, the New And hundreds of other bargains at
York theatrical manager, has arrived
there with a report which he heard CASH BUYERS' UNION
while at Florence, Italy, that the wife
122 North Soeoud
of Enrico Caruso, the famous tenor,
had eloped with a young Italian to
Prop.
VfM. DOLDK.
England, and that Caruso, brokendisposed
hearted over the affair, hail
It is said
of his vli'M near Florence.
that after the New York monkey-hous- e
incident In which Caruso figMEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
ured, his vv'fe took wteps for a legal
separation, but Caruso, who was very
CHILDREVS SHOES....
fond of her, persuaded her to drop
this action.
Plie RepsUring A 6pc4lt7-10Victor Emmanuel lacoletti of
NORTH flRST STREET
City, whose sister married Caruso'. brother, when shown (his cable
gram, expressed his belief that the
report Is correct. He says Caruso's
Genuine American Block
wife did not accompany the tenor on
h'. last two trips to this country, al
$6.50 per Ton
though Caruso Is very much In love
hi-with
and the reason given was Mandscreened Cerrillos Lump
that she did not like to leave Italy
for a voyage across the ocean.
$6.50 per ton

T

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our owa
mills located In the best body of
timber in Xew Mexico.
A large stock
of
dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It is Just as cheap?
tt will pay you to look Into this.

that Robert

Thompson, of Casa Rlanca, X. M.,
who, on June lth, 1H03. made Home,
stead Application. Xo. 7544 (serial
number 017H). for XW'4 XW'i. S'
XW'4 and XEV4 SWH. Section 14
Township 8 X.. Range 6 W.. X. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Proof, to
to make Final Five-yea- r
establish claim to the Inn J above
described, before George H. Pradt,
V. S. Court Commissioner, at Laguna,
X. M., on the 24th day
of August.

2

GIVE US A CHANCE

S.
U.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.,
July 8, l'JOS.

Notice

Private Ambulance

Embalmer

NOTICE FOR PI 1JLICATION.

Mexico

Capital and surplus, $100,000

:
:

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

0aOoaosoaO4K3CltK3OOM

Fiist National
Bank

AL B UQUER Q UE'M N. M.

r,

Qualityaad Quantity Cuaraotood

fELKPHONE

BAIN

.Wv4gilW

OLD

-

J. Korber & Co.

TCOUKJU04fX3J300O4
BUILDERS'

"FOR CASH ONLY"
CXXXXXXXXXXX)C)ClCXJ(XXX)0XXJO(,

CRYSTAL
JULY 9 to 15

HICKORY

THE GREAT

$250,000

SI

W. H, HAHN & CO.

JW

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

WOOD

n

i

Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

ROLLER SKATES

President.

J. U. Newell.

four-corner-

i

1

FOR 1908

IT

I

s;

V f tOS.

Refrigerators

High Grade

AT SANTA EE ON

T

t

1

r

SHOOTERS PLAN

8?89C.

4ilcago Livestock.
Chicago, July 10. Cattle Receipts
1.500;
steady; beeves, $4.70 U '11.25;
Texans, $4.00 f(i 6.20; westerns, $4.50
60;
stockera and feeders. $2.00 &
4.90; cows and heifers, $2.40 6.2U ;
calves. $4,504 6. 60.
Sheep Receipts 6,000; steady to
10c
lower; westerns, $2,754(
yearlings, $4.40 U 6. 85; lambs, $4.00 4(
$6.85; western lam by, $4.00 ii 6.85.

FRIDAT, JULT

n,

ltt!l2Tc,

8li

CITIZEH.

KINS-ME- R

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Nstlfe sad Chicago Lumber. Sherwln. Williams Paint Nou Batter. Building Paper. Plaster, Unie, Cement, GUim. Saab. Doors, Kta,
Ete., Etc

J.

C.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Assisted by Mllo. Marie Kins mer
WAGONS

Kumpeiui Equilibrists Supreme.

MIS?. LAURETTA UOYD
Star Comedienne ami Mimic.

Second Street

NEW PICTURES
AND SONG

423 South First

BALDRIDCE

UVTRT, SALE, FEED
TRANSFER

AND
STABLES.

I

Off

H

I)

11

DENTISTS

Sorses and Moles Bought snO p
cuangsd.

Room 12

IN THB CI1
BEST TOUR-NOUTSecond B'xest between CsntrsJ ss
Copper Atsous.
OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3
8

N

T. Armijo Bldg

A
V

Friday, jvt.v
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ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEK,

1

JACK THE PEEPER-

Hotels and Resorts

-

i

"

10

Alb-nuer-

RAN IMEGO SEMINARY SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
select School for Girls and Young Women. Prepares for high grade
Colleges and Universities. Superior advantages In Voice, Music, Art, Elocution, Languages, Athletics Swimming Gymnastics etc. A most superb home
with attractive grounds. School opens Sept. 16th. Write for catalogue. Mrs.
F. A. Woodin Bus. Mgr.
A

He Waa lYtgliteiied Away Krum High.
land Rewtdonee lHt Night by
Motonnnn llU'rauii.
The mysterious person who has
residents of the
been frightening
HlKhlunds for several weeks past,
peeping Into windows and crawling
through yards at night, was seen
again last night at the residence or
Mrs. C. B. Coleman, 611 South Arno
by
street, and was badly frightened
Edwin Fe.ersiui. a street railway
but Mr. Peterson did not
know It until told of It after the m.in
was gone.
Peterson Is living in the Coleman
residence, while Mrs. Coleman Is visiting in Kansas, He relumed home
about 11:30 o'clock lat night and
turned on the eleetrtc light In his
room. The glare of the light passed
through the window of his room Into
the window of a room In the residence
of C. B. Hopping, at 513 Arno street.
A young woman sleeping In the room
was awakened by the light and looking out of the window, bmw by the
bright moonliKht n man standing on
the ground looking into Mr. Peterson's
room. The latter walked toward the
window to draw the blind, and unknowingly frightened the peeper. The
man took to his heels and did not
stop to go through
the gate, but
leaped the front fence and In doing
so tripped and fell.
He sorambleil
to his feet, however. In a moment and
gone.
as
Mr. Hopping was aroused
and Mr. Peterson was asked if he
knew that the man had been peeping
Into his room. The motorman
said
that he did not. A search was made
for the man, but no trace of him
could be found.
This Is the second time the man
has been seen by members of the
Hopping family. Three weeks ngo
the man was seen crawling through
the yard of the Hopping residence,
and an endeavor was made to ascertain whether his mission was for theft
or some other purpose. He mysteriously disappeared, however, while the
watchers were trying to follow his
movements.
Later he was chaced
several blocks by several Infuriated
residents of the neighborhood. While
some believe that the man Is a real
"Jack the Peeper," others are of the
opinion that he is a' petty thief. Mr.
Peterson,
ho was being watched by
the man last nlsht. had SIS stolen
from his room n few days ago. and he
believes that this man was the thief.
n,

AONEW SANITARIUM,

SAN DIEOO, CALIFORNIA

Handsomest and best equipped establishment of Its kind In the west, offers
In every respect and
combine the comforts and luxuries of the home. San Diego Is noted for Its
even climate the year around. Write for particulars or secure pamphlet at
The Citizen Office.

at reasonable rates accommodations which are superior

PARADISE VALLEY SANITARIUM
A well equipped medical

and surgical establishment
like BATTLE
CREEK SANITARIUM. Absolutely the only sanitarium In Southern
la
having a cool summer climate; every day delightfully sunny. OVERLOOKING SAN DIEGO BAY AND THE PACIFIC. Booklet at Citizen office
or by writing II. W. Lindsay, Manager, National City, Calif.
Call-forn-

STONE HOTEL
if

3EMFZWT SPRINGS
ORIGINAL

V

flff

M

HOUSES

Htape line from Bernalillo
U Jemoy, Hot Springs in
one day. Ktae leaves Bernalillo Tuesday &" Saturday

4

C1
TICKETS SOLD AT
A.

AN IDEAL

Cliff

StMMEll

denc-on-thc-Fec-

TRIMBLE'S

L.

W.

J. OTERO, Fro.

AND 11EA1,TH

RESORT.

os

Located among pine-cla- d
hills on the Pecos river, t
miles from Rowe
station on the main line of the A. T. & S. F.
Good hunting and fishing
makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico. We meet trains Wednesday and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write me.
Kates J 1.60 per day. 18.00 per week. Meals 60c. Transportation from station
11.00.
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann, Rowe. N. M.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
LOS ANGELES

A. C. Bilicke

John

HEAVY

CRYSTAL GREAT

TWO NEW ELEVATORS

NEW FURNITURE',
NEW
NEW PLUM BIN 0
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for
Ocnveciet ce, CcnJort and Safety.
O

Electric Cart to
stop at our

THE

FEATURE

regular Thursday change of
vaudeville ucUs us well as films and
illustrated gong took place at the
Crystal lal nijiht before the usual
opening night packed house, and the
Crystal scored unuther success.
first-clus- d
The. alio
was pronounced
from Marl to finish and includes
two of the best acta and two reels of
the best pictures yet put before the
patrons. Miss Liurelta Boyd's character impersonation, parodies mid
mimicry, and especially her Imitation
of Ve.sta Victoria doing a London
coster singer, were great. She was
obliged to uork double her allotted
number of minutes last night.
The great Klns-iierthe Europoan
equilibrist and heavy balancer, Is a
feature well worth going miles to see.
A small man, not weighing over 140
pounds, ho lifts and balance huge
plows, wagon wheels and road carts
upon his ch n, not to mention In
numerable other objects, both light
and aukard to handle, with the ease
of a iol.ath.
He is assisted by Mile.
Marie Kinr-uera pretty Uttie woman, who shows remarkable strength
and dexterity herself.
A long feature
film called "The
Hidden Hand" and two others, one
comic and the other tragic, and
named, respectively, "An Old Maid's
Leap Year Proposals," and "Avenged,
or the Two Sisters," are the moving
pictures, and all were fine. Seoul
sink's 'Perhaps" for an illustrated

from Railway Depots, also Beach and Jicuctain
The hclltnbecli Hotel Cafe it More rcjular.l han Ever
Ke-sor-

Cccr

AT

Tho

Headquarters for New Mexico
&nd

BALANCER

S. Mitchell

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

s,

Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqaette

Albuqoerqoe, New Mexico

REASONS WHY

s,

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

pro-

song.

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

Joshua S. Raynolds,

Albuquerque

ALBUQUERQUE

Pueblo
Mui-ritt- l

Machine Work

. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cast; ShaftPulleys.
ings,
Grade Bars, B iobn Metal; Columns and Iroa
Front! for Building;.
Popmlro on Mlnlnu "
' mooftiry m oootolty
Foundry east side of railroad track
Albuquerque. N. M
W.

J.

D.

Eakln. President

Com. Msllnl,
O. Bachscbl,

O. Gloml, Vice President.

Bcrta.-- j

Treasurn

Consolidated Liquor Company
accessor

MEIJM

EAK1N,

't

aiMl BACI1ECI1I

WtOLtmALK omALmam

in

GIOMJ

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wm

kltp vrytblaa la stoat It lutHt
oomplolo
moil fottldloaa bar

If

Have bevn appointed exclusive agenu In tfie Souttmeat for Jo, ft.
Schlll. Win. Ieui and St. LouIh A. 11. C. Breweries; YeUeatooe
c;reen Hlver, W. H. Mo Brayer's (Vitar Brook, Lonla Hunter,
T. 3
Monarvh, aiul other brands of ublsklea too numerous to mentloa.
WE ARE NOT COMPOCNDERS
But Mil the straight article a received from, the best Wlnns
Distilleries and Breweries in the United State. Call and inspect
our Stock and prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Frio
Ust. Issued to dealers only

GIRL

WEDS "PAEHfSTURIC FROG"

JSec'r and Gen. Mgr.

Foundry and

BE

18
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Congress Visitors Will Kee Oisilj
by Well Known Artit
Colfax County Building win
He

fINEO FOR

tl-lcvtlo-

TOO

n

MUCH

SPEED

'i

lialcli
Actor

Says .Mint
Willi Wild
fellow There.

Jluriu-i- t
Wt--

1'ueblo, Colo., July 10. That It is
"an ill wind that blows nobody good"
was Illustrated w hen It. A. Poole, the
"prehistoric frog" with a wilj west
show, was married to Miss Carrie A.
Purnett, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Poole was going through a stunt as
a contortionist, Sunday night, Just
before the show tent blew down, and
Miss Burnett, w ho was visiting here,
was in the audience.
She was one
of the last to run out of the tent
and fainted In the excitement.
Poole a her tall and, pulling off
his green rrog head, carried her out
into the open and secured a physician at once. She soon revived and
Poole accoinpunied her to the home
she was visiting. It was a case of
love at tirst sight and resulted
In
their marriage today.
The bride la the daughter"of'"Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Burnett, of South
Eighth street, and was one of the
most popular young ladles In the
city. She w erit to Pueblo three weeks
ago to visit friends, and It Is quite
evident that fate anj Pan Cupid were
working hand in hand. For several
months previous to going to Pueblo
Ulss Burnett was employed as a
saleslady at the American Cloak
house on West Central avenue, and
previous to that time was employed
by the Rosenwald Dry Goods
company.

FEE'S

CE

AVI)
GOOD ICE CTIKAM
CKKAM
bOD.V
WAITON'8

JIU'G STORE.

REFRIGERATORS!

Ho Han Ills Machine More Than
Kitctit Mile an Hour Driver

Arc Warned to lie Careful.

Jlttinlnie.

Among the various exhibits which
will be on display here during the Irrigation congress this fail, possibly
one of the most costly will be the oil
paintings which will adorn the Interior walls of the new armory building.
The exhibition will be sent from various parts of the country, from New
York t,o San Francisco, and represent
a capital of from $150,000 to 1200,-00-

0.

one of the most expensive

paintbeing com-

ings will be the one now
pleted by the famous painter, Moran,
of the (.irand Canyon, and this painting alone is valued at 140, 000. Others
represent members of the variouJ
tribe of Indians found on the Santa
Fe route, as well as views of different canyons, etc.
one of the most beautiful of the
collection, which will consist of from
75 to 100 paintings In both oil and
water colors, will be one of an Indian
gazing on the Grand Canyon from one
of the surrounding precipices. In
thl the coloring Is particularly beautiful.
The Santa Fe building, the construction of which will possibly be
started some time next week, will be
built mission style. One feature of
this structure will be that the lower
sash of each window will be adorned
with a colored photograph representing different scenes on tho Santa Fe
system. This Is an entirely new departure In the way of photography,
on glass
as each la a photograph
which has been colored and shows the
various scenes In their natural colors,
making a most interesting as well as
Instructive feature. An entirely new
process In photography has been discovered by which a positive Instead
of negative is produced directly on a
glass plate, and this process will be
used In decorating the windows.
Another building, tha plans of
which were received yesterday and
the erection of which will In all probability- be started aome time next
week. Is the structure which will be
erected by Colfax county and will contain the county's entire exhibit. The
building will be 40x80 feet and will
have a porch measuring 11x26. The
style of this exhibition hall will be
partly mission and partly bungalow
style and It will be of lumber cut and
manufactured In Colfax county. According to the plans, which are now
on exhibition In Secretary Twitchell'a
office, it will be one of the most attractive buildings on the grounds. The
contract for the erection will no doubt
be given to some local contractor. The
Chesworth of Cimarchitect Is J.
arron, N. M. The location of this
structure will be between the grand
stand and the Casino, adjoining the
forestry building. Building at the
grounds has already been commenced
and Alluiiuernu- w ill soon witness one
of the 'greatest projects ever attempted In thljs city.

WILL INSPECr

Thomas Insley, who conduct a bicycle and automobile garage on West
Gold avenue, was fined $5 in police
court this morning for exceeding the
speed limit with hi auto. According
came
to Oftlcer Marquette, Insley
from South Second street end turned
west on Central avenue at 8:J9
o'clock last evening, his machine traveling faster than eight mile an hour.
Insley said that he did not know that
he was violating the law. He aald
that he had the smallest machine in
the city and thought that it was rather strange that he should be the first
of the autolsts to be arrested.
Chief of Police McMlliln said that
a large number of driver had been
driving their machines through the
city too fast and that other arrests
were likely to follow.
The city ordinance governing the running of auto
through the city provides that a machine shall not exceed eight mile an
hour within the fire limits and six
A
miles an hour turning corners.
machine going a city block In less
than twenty-tw- o
and a half seconds
is exceeding the eight mile an hour
and violating the city ordinance.

ameurTpuT"

To close out our
remaining stock of
refrigerators, we
will sell them at

Actual Cost
for the next! ten
days

m

w

i

m

ALBERT FABER
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BALL T
Pen Pushers and Pests Line I'p at
Trucliou l'uik fur Uitf Piir-e- .
Tomorrow
the fatal day. Tomorrow
the day set aside by the
Village Pest and the Pen Pushers
for a game of ball to be played at
Traction park, the assassination to
commence promptly at 3 o'clock. It
has Just been announced that a purse
of $500 will be given to the winning
team by the Albuquerque Traction
company. With this inducement some
fierce ball Ls expected to be played,
and so in earnest are both teams that
trouble is feared and the whole police
force will be on the grounds to separate the combatants, should any fighting take place. The grounds are being specially prepared for the occasion and a thin layer of grease ls
evenly spread between the base
so that sliding from one base to the
other w ill be mere child s play. In
the box for the Pesu will be Prof.
E. S. Parker, tho famous ball twlrler
from Isleta, who will endeavor to
show the Pen Pushers that baseball is
an art and not to bo tampered with by
On the other hand,
Senator Iloss Merrltt will pitch for
the bank boys, and if past records can
e relied upon, "nobody will walk.."
The line-up- s
for the two teams are
as follows:
Village Pests Parsons,
catcher;
Parker and llarceiias, pitchers; Summers, first base; Granner,
socond
base; o'KU-llythird base; Kunkln,
shortstop; Kelcher and Barcetias, left
field; Schwentker, center field; Klch-e- y
and Fleischer, right field.
Pen Pushers White, catcher; Pick-nif'rst base; Merrltt. pitcher and
second base; Armijo, third base; Rogers, shortstop; W. White, left field;
Cox. center field; liarth, right field.
Th- - bench member
for, the Pen
Keleher,
Puslmrs are as follows:
ltobbins, Gardner, Kem merer, Flynn
and Snyder, while for the Pests the
following rooters as well as players
will bo on the bench: Messrs. J. l'
Dally, D. C. Labblc, L. W. Galles, P.
McCanna and Don Kunkln. The gama
will be free to the public.
1

.

Plumber

H. COX, The

PLUMBING,

HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

1

Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in. Enamel Hathroom Fixtures. . . .

Phone 1020

401 West Central Ave.

CLAIRVOYANT -- DeWitt T. Courtney

The most eminent, accurate and reliable Trnnee Clairvoyant In the
world ha permanently located In your cltj, and If you are In dobt or
trouble call and see hint, lie gives advice npon all affairs of Ufa
and change mt all
love. Law, Maninjre, Divorce, Mining, Real e
kind. One visit will convince you of the powers of this wonderful
man, and that you can obtain happiness, contentment and success
through following; Ills advice. 803 4 Central Avenue. Itoonis 5 and B.
Honrs, V'.SO to ft.

semi-amateur- s.

1

Phone
No. 74.

Goods
Delivered

d.

GUARDS THIS EVENING
Cili.cii Soldiers Are Drilling Hani for
Kmiiinpniciit hi Leon Spring.

Interest In local National guard circles Is at a white heat as a result of
the nearness of the time of departure
for the big annual encampment which
is to open next week at Leon Springs,
The local company will athere
tend the encampment,
Tuesday of next week, and the guardsmen are bu.y making arrangements.
Drill is being held almost every evening and the oflicers are whipping the
BAND IS COMING
new recruit into line, training them
for field service. The final inspection will be made this evening. The
order call.ng for this inspection fol- lOlevenlli Itcghueni Oi'ipiiiiAilioti to
lows:
He Here During tlic i'ongi'estt
('otiilMiny Order No. 15.
Tins l ull.
There will be an inspection of Company
at 8 o'clock sharp Friday,
President Diaz, of tho republic of
June 10, when the final roster of the
members who will accompany the Mexico, has ordered his secretary of
company to Leon Springs will be war to send the Eleveiitn relgiuent
made. Assembly will be sounded at band of the Mexkau army to
S o'clock sharp.
to be ut the d spos.il of the
O. A. BL'ltTNEIt, Captain.
board of control of the Sixteenth NaThere are one or two vacancie In tional Irrigation congress, Industrial
New
the company and any desirable young exposition and Twenty-eight- h
man wanting to Join Company G may Mexico fair and to remain during the
report at the armory before inspec- entire entertainment of ten days or
two weeks.
tion Friday night.
information of tins courtesy of
President Diaz, of the southern repubSENATOR CAREY WILL
lic, came tills morning in a letter to
Chairman Hopewell, and was acconir
panted by the compliments of the
ATTEND CONGRESS president. The band is to come as a
special compliment of the republic of
Mexico to the congrueu and exposi- tion and render its valuable services
Father of Act Wlil'-l- i Ha Made Many ; as
a feature without cost to the conTlioii-aiAcre of Desert to
gress.
Bloom Will lie Here Tills
While some such courtesy
from
Full.
Mexico was anticipated by the board
of control, the generosity with which
Word ha Just been received by the offer is made exceeds all expecta
Secretary Twitchell of the acceptance tlon, and ls greatly appreciated. The
of an Invitation to attend the Irrigaband is one of the finest musical ortion congress here this fall by
ganisation in the world. Months ago
Joseph M. Carey of Wyoming. the musl-a- l committee of the board
Mr. Carey is one of the country's most of control anticipated securing It, and
prominent men being known as the made overtures with this object In
father of the "Carey irrigation act" view. The famous leader
of the band
on which subject he will deliver an was killed recently, and on
account
address some time during his visit of tho natural feeling of sorrow
and
here. By the Carey a t dams, canals, respect for the deceased musician
etc., are being buiit i various part
President Diaz at first refused to let
of the western country hy the governthe ban l
the republic. How
ment in order that desert land might this obstaclehave
was overcome has not
e irrigated and put In Us tor agrile n learned, but that President Diaz
cultural purposes. 7'hwe lands are now
a different view of the mattaken up by settler., who pay a small ter istake
qu-tevident. The securing of
sum per acre annually Into the treas- this band practically
guarantees f
ury of the government, the fund bemutdc for the congress, exposiing used for the building of these tion and
fair, and cause the members
various Irrigation proj.-cts- .
A dam
the congress who are watching the
ha Just recently been opened at Min- of
purse strings to breathe easier. The
idoka, Idaho, which was built through
of the band here will be like
this art, and already the surrounding asending
of $5,000 from the Mexicountry la rejoicing and many settlers candonation
government
to the Irrigation
are beginning the taking up of land congress.
In that vicinity.
Before long the
neighboring lands will all be under
You need a pair of our shoe tree
cultivation.
to keep your shoes from curling up
w htlo they are not being worn.
They
FEE'S ROOT BFFR. THE BEER coat only 7$ cent and last a lifetime.
OP QUAIJTY.
WW.IOVS UltUIJ C. May's Shoe Store 814 West Central
STORK.
avenue.
Albu-Ueru-

J. H. O'Rielly,

President.

MOIST

PAINTINGS

VALUABLE

IS WORKING AGAIN

Manager,
C1tlen. Alboauerqu. N. M.
For Information concerning any of tha place advertised In thl column and for descriptive literature,
call at The Citizen office or writ to the Advertising
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Peerless Iceland Freezer
5"Makes the best grade of
in the least amount

Ice

Cream' 7jiH

of time.".'

SIZES FROM 1 QUART!
TO 12 QUARTS

REFRIGERATORS
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks, Jce Chisels,

Refrigerator Pans, Lemon Squeezers, Ice Cream Dishers, etc.,' etc.

RAABE & M AUGER
M5-U-

N. FIRST ST.

7

QOAKimimomjmomomjoM&momcmcm

Lommori &
323 S. Second St.

Co.1

Colombo Theater

Phone 791

410 NOHTII SECOND ST.
Phone 471.

NEW STORE
NEW STOCK

nl

Moving

Pictures

and Illustrated Songs.

"PIED PIPER OF HAMLIN

Groceries, Vegetables

& Fruits
Men's Furnishings

Genuine Imported No. I Lucca Olive
Oil. Guaitnteed PURE
jt

DISCHARGING

j j

THE SERVANT

HOTEL DENVER
Comer Second and Coal.
lWt 11.60 per day house In
oily; lowest rates, week or

MR.
4

NEAR-SIGHTE-

D

GOES SHUMPING

mouth.

Anuvlcan plan. Acooiu- niiMluUona tip top. Come.

rst-cla- ss

4

uomKomKimumomQmoAnK)mK3mb
Itlo Grande Valley

land

(In.

Take u Vurntkm.
Now Is thf ii.t.j 10 ul.i a vacation,
JOHN BORRADAILE
get out IntJ the woods, f eld anj
mountain and v sit the ai asliore, but
Keal Estate and Investment
do not forget to take
a bottle of
Rents of City Realty
Chamberlain's Collo, Cholera and di- OffU-e-Collwct
,
Corner Tlurd and Gold Avx.
arrhoea Remedy along with you. It
I
Albuv.uera.ae, K. Mi
almost certain to(be needed and I'lioue IMS
cannot be obtained on railroad train
or steamship. It
too muca of
Tii
risk for anyone to cave horn on a Is due ranld
tu rood work anal tmlm
Journey without It. For
by all inent of our patrons. Mabba Laundrft
druggist.

l

Caw

r
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ord" In fine shape. A medium sized
building Is rented for storage of nil
supplies not required for immediate
Issue to companies, and all are neatly
arranged and well kept.
Cavalry.
Troop A. Physical appearance "f
men Is very good. They looked neat,
clean and Intelligent, and are eviIle
dently of very good character.
I
llablllly of the command In domestic
emergency would be very good about
iiO per cent of the troop could be relied upon In case a call were mnde for
Its service In an emergency. The re1
i
quirements of section 18, of the act
of January 21. 1903, have been complied with, the troop having been In
camp on its target range for seven
days last year, and having one drill
per week. They have had about three
mounted drills during the past year
mounted drill Is difficult to secure, as
the men are required to hire the
horses.
i
examination pre
The physical
scribed In circular from the war de
partment, February 8, 1904, has not
been adopted, but the physical appearance of the men is very good.
The armory conditions are good
hall large enough for limited drill
Is hired, one room Is used as orderly
PROVIDES AMPLE ROOM FOR MEETING THIS FAIL
room and all the" men provided with
lockers $7,600 has been appropriatOF SIXTEENTH NATIONAL IRRIGATION CONGRESS ed for an armory. The lots for an
armory site were purchased by pub
lic subscription.
Cl. Secundlno
aid; Capt. R. E. Twitchell,
I,. W. llfeld, First In
Of Stone and Brick With Two Small Towers Adorning Front, fantry, andCapt.
Capt. H. M. Smith, as
surgeon, constitute the armory
"ntie Building Makes Fine AppearanceIt Is Finished sistant
board.
Style, and Every De-ta- ll
The troop Is Interested In target
Throughout in Modern,
practice and has a gallery in the arRoom, Gymnasium mory. A very excellent target range
.Has Been Attended
used by the troop and for practice by
WJih Bowling Alley, Indoor Target Range. Hot and .Cold all the companies of the territory Is
located about two miles from the city.
Baths Are Some of the Features Which Make the National Troop deficient In keeping of proper
records.

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE'S

ARMY

RAPIDLY HEARING COMPLETION

It Will Be One of the Finest in the West
With a Fioor Space of 4,000JFeet in
the Main Drill Hall and "Additional
Smaller Rooms to Be Fitted Up in the
Best of Style, Giving Local National
Guards Adequate Facilities fori brill
and Social Affairs.

camp at Las Vega. N. M , for seven
days In 1907 and drilling weekly. The
physical examination prescribed
by
circular, war department.
Feb. 8,
1904, has not been a l qited. hut physvery good.
ical appearance
The
armory conditions ate excellent. A
large building bud for use of a
skating rink, with a large hall and
good floor, Is use. as an armory.
A
side room Is use for the storage of
supplies. Ten thousand dollars has
been appropriate. by the territory to
construct an armory, the sl e for the
same to 'be donated by the citizens
of the town; Flr?t Lieutenant P. E.
Hessatier, First infantry; Mr. M. O.
Llewellyn, Mr. P. P. Ascarate, Mr.
I
sudor Armljo, constitute the armory
board.
The company take" a great Interest
In rifle target practice.
The armory
Is used for gallery practice, and
a
good range Is located near the town.
The company had target practice for
seven days on the range at Las Vegas,
N. M., In 1907.
Company deficit In keeping of

Up-to-D- ate

toReading

Albuquerque's new armory, one of
in the west, is rapidly near-lu- g
completion, and the contractor,
Frank Stephens, Is making every effort to have It finished by August 1,
although the contract does not call
fur It until a month later. As quarters for the local company of national guards and a convention hall
for Albuquerque, the building is unsurpassed by anything in the country, and It la of sufficient size to
accommodate any gathering In prospect for this territory for years to
come.
The new building faces on West
Silver street and occupies four lots,
having a frontage of 100 feet and a
depth of 140 feet. The Interior Is
beautifully arranged and contains a
main drill hall which will have about
It, 000 feet of floor space on which
ine Indoor drills will take place. Besides the drill room pn the main floor
there are two rooms separated by a
sliding door, which will be used as
reading rooms for members, as well
These
headquarters.
as officers'
rooms will also be used exclusively
for the ladles on nights when dances
wiii be given. These rooms, as well
s the rest of the rooms, will be beautifully furnished and will contain
plenty of reading matter so that the
boys will have comfortable quarters
1p which to while away their spare
time.
Besides the reading room and drill
loom on the main floor Is a room
measuring about 40 by 20 feet, which
win be used as the locker rooms as
well as bath rooms, where two shower baths will be Installed, with both
hot and cold water. In this room will
be built lockers, each member to
nave his own private locker. The
board of control is now considering
the organization of an athletic club,
which will also have Its headquarters
in this building, and associate members will also be given the privilege
of a private locker In which to keep
their athletic suits, etc. On this floor
are also two wash rooms, one In the
front of the building and one off the
locker room In the roar of the building.
The structure Is of the best pressed
brick, and the front, facing Silver
avenue, has two small towers of cement stucco, the words "New Mexico
Rational Guard, '08," being Inscribed
on a large fancy cement design piece
over the large entrance. Borne Idea
of the size of this large armory may
be Imagined when it is known that
the seating capacity 1h over 8,000.
One novel feature of this building
Is the fact that the basement, which
consists of a boiler room and another large room measuring 100 feet
by 19 feet, Is arranged so that the
main room will be used for Indoor
target practice. In the former headquarters, owing to the lack of space,
the target was shot at from a distance of to feet, but in their new
headquarters the boys will be able
to do their shooting at a distance of
100 feet, the length of the new room.
There is a possibility that the board
will install a bowling alley In this
pace, and should this Idea be carried out there U no doubt but that
the boys will be more than pleased.
Th basement will be well ventilated
as well as lighted, and will make a
most welcome addition to the beautiful building.
A modern portable stage, which can
be moved to any place In the main
graces the east wall of the
building and is In full view of the
galleries on the second floor. The
stage measures 10 feet by 26 feet and
has ample room to support a band
of music or speakers.
The entire interior of this building
will be painted white and the lighting of the building will be by 133
sixteen-candl- e
power Incandescent
lights, while during the meeting of
the Irrigation congress, which meets
In this building this fall, two additional flaming arcs will bo Installed.
The outside of the building during
these festivities will also be adorned
power
with over 300
rignts, which will decorate the eastern and southern sides of the build-(e- g
This will give It a beautiful appearance when Illuminated at night.
The ventilation for this Immense

fhe finest

four-cand-

le

Flrt Infantry.

by 81
will be furnished
small windows and five large ones,
and w ith this exposure plenty of light
ana fresh air are assured. When fin
ished, this building will be one of
the safest of its kind In the west.
there being eight exits, which f
scattered on all four sides of the
building. In order to have an exit
on the west side, it was necessary to
take four feet from the width of the
building so that an Incline of that
the
width could be built toward
front. All doors open to the outside
and the best of judgment has been
the building by
used throughout
Contractor Stephens, to whom much
credit Is due.
The board of control which was
annotated by Governor Curry . and
which consists of Major B. KUppe
Col. K. W. Dobson, Col. M. L. Stern
and Major John F. Pearce, are now
trying to get regular opera chairs for
the nailery of the armory, but that
and
Is still a matter of the future
nothing deilnite has been arranged.
maple flooring
The best of three-Inc- h
is now being laid in the main drill
room and Immediately after It Is laid,
painting will be commenced. From
all indications all will be In readiness
Contractor
by the first of August.
Stephens Is pushing the work as fast
as he can so that the board of control will have plenty of time to fur
nish the rooms.
It is the Intention of the board of
control to make a social organization
out of the local company, and all ef
forts will be put forth to make It a
company of high standard.
In the
report of the Inspection of the national guard of the territory, Capt
G,
A. C. NIssen criticises Company
saying that some of their men were
rather young and some undersized.
This condition of affairs should not
exist, but It was done In order to se
cure the required number of men.
This is quite a different state of af
fairs from that of years ago, when
tne old armory was located where the
Alvarado now stands, at which time
waiting lists were In use.
The new armory, however, gives the
local national guards fine headquar
ters for the future, and It Is expectbe
ed that some weeding out will
done In order to bring the company
up to the standard In every respect
In future It Is believed the company
up to Its full
will be recruited
strength for the reason that Its mem
bers will have the advantage of ex
cellent club rooms, with all privileges
and at no expense. Numerous en
tertalnments are planned when the
company moves Into the new armory,
As a meeting place for the Six
teenth National Irrigation Congress
the new convention hall can hardly
be surpassed.
There will be suff:
dent room to accommodate all dele
gates and the smaller rooms can be
utilized to good advantage as com
mittee rooms while the congress is

structure

In session.

All the officers who
Headquarters.
reported are representative men In
business or some profession and are
enthusiastic in their work In connec
tlon with the guard, and attend camp
or maneuvers when the regiment Is
assembled. They presented a soldier
the olive
lv appearance and wore
drab service uniform. They could all
be relied upon In the event of a call
belnz made for their service in an
emergency.
Band. About three quarters of the
members of this band are ol Mexican
blood.
The physical appearance of
the men Is very good; they looked
neat, clean nd Intelligent and are ap
parently of very good character. Re
liability of the command would be
fair; about 76 per cent of the band
could be relied upon In case a call
for Its services were made for duty
in the field.
The band practiced weekly and
rendered excellent music.
(Examination prescribed by circular,
war department, Feb. 8, 1904, haa not
been adopted.
A small room or hall In Old Albu
querque Is rented for use as an armory, and Is used by the band for practhe
tice. Lockers are provided for
men and a small side room Is used
for storage of supplies. No provis
ions have been made for building an
which
armory In Old Albuquerque,
might be used by the band. The band
has had no practice in target shooting. The Instruments are In very
good condition.
No proper records kept with band.
No
First Battalion Headquarters.
major has been commissioned for assignment to the battalion, and no
llrst lieutenant has been appointed
buttalion adjutant, and no appointment of a sergeant major has been
made. Second Lieutenant Charles B.
Morrell, battalion quartermaster anil
commissary, resides at Silver City, N.
M., and was on leave of absence.
There were no supplies or records per.
tainlng to any battalion headquarter
mailable for inspection.
Headquarters.
Second Battalion
No first lieutenant or sergeant major
has be n appointed for this battalMajor Ruppe, who resides at
ion.
AlKiqueroue, N. M., Is an efficient and
very nthuslastle officer. He was necessarily absent on account of business
md reported fully armed and equipped for Inspection at Hoswell, N. M.,
while the signal detachment was being Inspected at that town.
Second Lieutenant Eugene A. Loh-mabattalion quartermaster and
commissary, resides at Roswell, N.
M.. but was absent on leave.
There were no supplies or records
headquarters
pertaining to these
available for inspection.
Company A. Physical appearance
of the men is very good, being all of
good size and physique.
About 14
or 16 of the men appear to be of
Mexican blood.
The men all looked
teat, clean, Intelligent and are ap
parently of very good character. Reliability of the command In domestic
emergency would be very good. About
95 per cent of the company could be
relied upon in case of a call being
made for its services In an emergency.
They are well Instructed and drill ex.
cellen ly. The requirements of section S. of the act or Jan. 21, 1903,
have been complied with, being in
n,

1
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Exceptional Educational Opportunity
A Study of Cuba's Remarkable Resources at Short Range.

prop,

er records.
Company D. Physical appearance
of men la very good, except of about
six who are about 17 or IS years old
and undersized. The men looked
neat, clean and Intelligent, and are
evidently of very good character. Re
liability of command In domestic
emergencies would be good; about 94
per cent of the company could be relied upon In case of a call
being
made for Its services In an emergency. The requirements of section
18,' act of Jan. 21. 1903, have been
compiled with, the company being In
camp at target practice at Las Vegas,
N. M., for seven days last year, and
drilling weekly. The physical exam
(nation prescribed by circular, war
department, Feb. 8, 1904, has not
been adopted, but physical examination of all except about six, undersized. Is very good.
The armory conditions are very
good, a large brick building, which
had been prepared for a skating rink,
affording an excellent drill hall. Lockers are provided for the men, and
two rooms are used for storage of
material. Ten thousand dollars has
been appropriated by the territory for
the erection of an armory. Col. J.
W. Fleming, aid; Capt. W. C. Porter-fielquartermaster. First infantry;
Capt. S. A. Milliken, assistant surgeon, and First Lieutenant
Arthur
Ball, First Infantry, constitute
the
armory board. The site still to be se.
lected will be donated by the town
of Silver City, N. M.
The company Is Interested In target practice, and has a gallery In the
armory, using the caliber .22 rifle.
A short range up to 600 yards has
been used near the town, but a new
range up to 1,000 yards was selected
by the adjutant general
and the
company commander today, which Is
to be prepared for practice as soon
aa practicable.
Company deficient In keeping of
proper records.
Company E. Physical appearance
of the men is very good; zeal and efficiency la good.
Reliability of the
emergency
command in domestic
would be fair; about 60 per cent of
the command could be relied upon in
the event of a call being made for
Its services In an emergency.
This
company Is composed wholly of men
of Mexican blood, except the officers,
who are Americans. The requirements of section 18. of the act of Jan.
21, 1903, have been complied
with,
the company being in camp at Las
Vegas. N. M., for seven days in 1907,
ml drilling once per week.
preThe physical examination
scribed by circular, war department,
Feb. 8, 1904, has not been complied
with, but physical appearance is very
d,

Here's an enterprise possessing intelligent agricultural
and commercial features and an investment Opportunity unique and convincing, the equal of
which may never again be presented.

American money, machinery, Ideas and enterprise In agriculture are
transforming Cuba and the wonderful tropical soli of that Island under
these conditions is producing marvelous results.
American farmers and fruit growers In Cuba do not plow with a stick
of wood. Those primitive tools are replaced with the most modern farming implements.
More than 100 different colonization enterprises are In
operation In Cuba, fulfilling every promise to colonists.
The Cuban Commercial Company with its new line of fruit steamers
from Savannah to Cuba will meet the requirements of these colonists for
quick transportation both ways.
The capital stock of the Company, $3,000,000, par value- $10, Is being;
sold far below the par value, and offers to trie investor greater dividend
possibilities, backed by solid business of immense future probabilities than
has ever been within the reach of the Investing public.
The Company has under option 5,000 acres of some of the best land
in Cuba, and any stock purchased at the low figure above referred to will
be accepted at its parvalue In exchange for land at the prevailing cash
selling price.
Furthermore, every purchaser of stock is entitled to a
'

-

Free Round Trip to Cuba
during the winter months, with meala and berth included, purchasers of
stock being given preference in the order of purchase "first come, first
served."
Complete Information is contained in our printed matter, which will
be mailed free upon request.
We want representatives everywhere. Permanent positions and good
pay. Remember the price of the stock is advancing $1 per share every
month. The time to buy stocks la when they are low.
Write today and take advantage of this limited and most unusual opYou will never have another chance like this.
portunity.

CUBAN COMMERCIAL CO.
262 Washington St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

good.

The armory conditions are fair, a
hall Is rented and provided
with
lockers for the men, and a small
room Is used for storage of supplies,
but the hall Is too small for drill pur.
Iises. No provisions have been made
for securing a permanent armory for
this company which Is located in Old
Albuquerque, and the new armory being built In the city will not be used
by this company. The company Is Interested in target practice, and used
the armory hall for gallery practice
A
with the- - .22 caliber rifle.
fair
range Is located a few minutes from
the city, and the company had target practice for seven days on the
range at Las Vegas. N. M.,.last year.
Company deficient In. keeping of
proper records.
Company F. Physical appearance
of men Is very good the majority
were rather young ages ranging from
18 to 20 years. The men looked neat,
cdean, intelligent and evidently of very
good character; zeal and efficiency,
good. Reliability of command In domestic emergency would be good,
with strong officers, the youth and
Inexperience of the men being the
only drawbacks.
About 90 per cent
of the company could be relied upon
In case of a call being made for Ita
service In an emergency.
The requirements of section 18, act of Jan.
21. 1903, have been complied with,
being in camp at target practice at
Lis Vegas. N. M., for seven days and
drilling weekly.

The contractors who have charge of
the work on the building are: Frank
Stephens, contractor and builder; A
I") I Tullo, rock work;
Kd Lembke,
brick work; F. Ralph, plastering
Standard Plumbing company., plumb
Ing; Nash Electrical company, elec
tric work; Miller & Miller, architects
A report of the recent Inspection
of the national guard of the territory
has been received from Adjutant Gen
eral Tarklngton and It shows the
guards to be In a much better condl
tion than heretofore. The report of
Captain Nissen, regular army, In full
is as follows:
When bad blood is caused from an infection of the circulation by the
Kxtracts from reports of Inspection
virus of Contagious Blood Poison, it usually shows in the form of ulcerated
or the organized militia of New Mexsplotches on the body, swollen glands in
mouth and throat, copper-colore- d
ico, giving remarks of inspecting ofThese general symptoms,
ficer with regard to condition of the the groin, falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc.
several organizations of the terrltoria affecting all parts of the body, show how deeply poisoned the blood
becomes, and emphasizes the dangerous character of the trouble. If allowed
forces.
The following extracts from the re to remain in the system the disease will finally wreck the health and break
port of the Inspection of the natlona
down the strongest constitution. No medicine can cure Contagious Blood
guard of the territory, Captain A. C. Poispn which does not rid the circulation of every particle of the virus.
NIssen, Fifth U. S. cavalry. Is pub
S. S. S. is the one real and certain cure; it goes down to the very bottom of
lished for the Information of all conthe trouble, and by removing every traceof the poison, and adding rich,
cerned:
healthful qualities to the blood, forever cures this powerful disorder. S. S. S.
National Ciuard of New Mexico.
is the most reliable of all blood purifiers, and its concentrated ingredients of
The adju. healthful vegetable extracts and juices especially adapt it to curing this
General Headquarters.
tint general Is a very reliable man insidious trouble. Write for our home treatment book, which is a valuable
and works hard to keep the national aid in the treatment of the different stages of the disease, and ask for auy
guard of the territory In as high a
state of efficiency a practicable. He special meuical advice you wish. No charge lor either.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA,
has an excellent offtaa and keeps rec
1
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pre
examination
The physical
scribed by circular, war department.
Feb. 8, 1904, has not been adopted,
but nhvsical appearance is very good.
The armory conditions are lair.
There Is one basement for storage oi
supplies, one room for drilling which
Is too small, and one orderly joom,
also used as a billiard room: with
table. Ten thousand dollars nas Deen
appropriated for an armory to be
built by the territory. Col. Jfi. u.
Col. J. A. Massie. Col. Jose D.
Sena and Lieut. A. J. Fischer, constituting the armory bonrd. selected a
site for the armoryoday.
The company takes a great Interest
the
In target practice; the room In
armory is used for gallery practice,
with the new caliber .22 rifle, a fair
range up to 1.000 yards Is located
about a mile from the armory, and
the company had practice on what Is
said to be an excellent range at Las
Vegas. N. M., last year. Company de.
flelent In keeping of proper records.
Company G. Phystcui appearance
of the men Is very good, with the exception of about six or seven whft are
rather young, being from 16 to 18
years old, and slightly undersized. The
men looked neat, clean, and intelligent, and are apparently of very good
character: zeal and efficiency Is good.
Reliability of the command In domestic emergency would be good.
About 90 per cent of the men could
he relied upon In case of a call being
made for Its services In an emergency.
The requirements of scion 18, act of
Jan. 21. 1903, have been complied
with, the company being In camp at
Las Vegas, N. M., for target practice
last summer for seven days and drilling weekly.
preThe physical
examination
scribed by circular, war department,
Feb. 8, 1904, has not been adopted,
but physical appearance of the men
Is very good.
The armory conditions
are fair. A medium sized hall Is
rented for drilling, and lockers are
provided for the men. One small
room Is used for storing material.
Seven thousand and five hundred dollars has been appropriated for an
armory and the city added about S12,.
The foundation
600 by subscription.
and part of the flooring has been
completed, and It Is Intended to have
the same completed by Sept. 1, 1908,
when the company will have a large
and excellent armory. Col. E. W.
Pobson, Judge advocate general; Col.
M. L. Stern, aid; MaJ. J. F. Pearce,
ad-bo-

tt,

surgeon, and MaJ. B. Ruppe, First
infantry, constitute the armory board.
The company is interested in target
practice. The room in the armory is
used for gallery practice with the
caliber .22 rifle, a fair range Is located a few miles from the city, and
the company had target practice on
the range at Las Vegas. N. M., for
seven days In the summer of 190T.
Company deficient In keeping of
proper records.
Signal Ooryi.
Physical appearance of men la very
good.
The men looked neat, clean,
and intelligent, and are apparently of
very good character. The zeal of the
men is good and the efficiency fair.
There are no expert telegraphers or
electricians in the detachment, and a
few only have worked as linemen. The
reliability of the command in domestic emergency would be good.
About 90 per cent of the command
could be relied upon in case of a call
being made for its service In an
emergency. The requirements of sec.
tion 18, of the act of Jan. 21, 1903,
have been complied with, the detachment being In camp at Las Vegas,
N. M., for seven days. In 1907. and
drilling weekly.
preexamination
The physical
scribed by circular, war department,
Feb. 8, 1904, has not been adopted,
but physical appearance Is very good.
The armory conditions are fair a.
small hall being rented for. their use.
Ten thousand dollars has been appro,
prlated by the territory for the construction of an armory, and the site
for same Is to be donated by the town
of Roswell. Col. J. W. Wilson, aid;
Col. C. L. Ballard, aid; Mr. Charles
de Rremond and Second Lieutenant
O. E. Buffum, signal corps, constitute
the armory board. The detachment
has no place available for gallery
practice and has no target range. The
adjutant general today selected a Bite
for target range about two miles from
the city, which will be prepared for
practice up to 1.000 yards as soon as
practicable, and will also be used by
the cadets of the New Mexico Military Institute.
The detachment had target practice for seven days In the summer of
1907, on the range
at Las Vegas,

V

M.

June

10. 1908.
By command of the Governor:
A. P. TARKINGTOM,

Adjutant General.
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You Never Know

the Moment When
TliU Information May Prove of
Infinite Value.
-

It Is worth considerable to any citizen of Albuquerque to know how to
be cured of painful, annoying
and
Itching piles. Know then that Doan's
Ointment is a positive remedy for all
Itchiness of the skin, for piles, ec-

j

zema, etc. One application
relieves
and soothes. Read this testimony of
Its merit:
A. M. Whitcomb, living at 325
North Eighth t., Albuquerque,
N.
M., says: "I have nothing to retract
from the statement I gave for Doan's
Ointment some five years ago. What
I then stated was to the effect that
this preparation had cured me of a
breaking out, which. If not eczema,
closely resembled this trouble and
was confined to a spot about the size
of a silver dollar Just below one of
my knees. Off and on for ten years
It had annoyed me,
always being
worse when I was In bed or If I
would sit near a fire. I consulted two
ef our leading physicians but what
they gave me proved of no more avail
than all the different kinds of salves
and ointments that I tried. I had no
faith In Doan's Ointment expecting
that It would act similarly to the
other remedies I had used, but I was
surprised to find that the first application stopped the Itching and a continuation of Its use healed the place
affected. The fact that I can say after
this long Interval that there has been
no return of the trouble Is pretty
good reason for my willingness
to
confirm my original statement I
at all
recommend this preparation
times as one that can be relied upon
to act as represented."
For sale by all dealer. Price 10a
Foster-Mllbur- n
New
Co., Buffalo,
Tork, sole agents for the United
States.
name Doan's
Remember
the
and take no other.
THORNTON

THE

CLEANER

Cleans any and everything and does
It right. The best In the southwest.
All he asks Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call up
620. Works, TIT 8. Walter.
Doctor Kacamult will be back froaa
Europe in September and will be si
his office In the N. T. Armljo cuildln
about September IB, 1801.
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Some
Reasons

U'

LEAGUE
L

SCORES

detlvcrat ry aarrler at
tht ho a or la carried
home Ty the business
man wfsea his day's work
la done ud H STAYS
TI1KIIK. A morning psw
per la usually carried
down town by the head
of the family and hurriedly read.

I

tlie next morning.

Wine advertisers
ise Tlie Citizen

patron-

tliey know their advertisements are seen and
read at Ue homey In the
evening, and If they are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
accomplished Its mission.

The Citizen lias never
given premiums to subscribers, but Is subscribed
to and paid for on Its
news merits, showing
tliat Its subscribers have
mor.ey with which to buy
wluit they want from
legitimate merchi nta.
These are tlie people
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

WANTED

n;

Mat-thews-

.18

American Association.
Minneapolis: Minneapolis 3:
Kansas City 2 (13 innings).
At Louisville:
Louisville 1; Toledo 6.
At Columbus: Columbus 5; Indianapolis 2.
At St. Paul: St. Paul 2; Milwaukee 3.
FITTED TO
E

BARGAINS

INACRE

PROPERTY

In and 10 acre tracts, within tw
miles of the city limits, at $20 to 876
per acre. Also a ranch of 1500 acres,
ill valley land, at 830 per acre.
6

TRACTS
street, at $50 per acre.
Other smafN tracts at proportional
prices. Money to loan on approved
security.
Address
Felipe J. Gurule.
Room 19. Armljo Block. 304 West
Central Avenue. Albuaueraue. N. M
10 ACHE

On Fourth

known clubs in Washington and New
York, among them the I'nion League,
Republican National
the Cosmos and Harvard clubs. For
the past fourteen years his residence
Chairman.
has been in Washington, D. C. Mr.
Washington, July 10. Frank Har- Hitchcock's success in public life is
ris Hitchcock, selected to manage the ascribed in a large measure to his
for hard work and his genius
H'publicun presidential campaign, is
fitted by training and experience for f'r organization and for details.
the place. The successor to Mark
liunna and Cortelyou was born in
Amherst, Ohio, in 1867. lie gradu MILK DIET FOR
college in lb!l
i'.H d from Harvard
uii'.i from the Columbia university law
FIGHTING MEN
.f'iiool in 1SSI4
He has been a government official
since lfcttl, serving first as u clerk
Aiixtrliin Military Authorities Are Ex- in the department of agriculture. Hi
IH'riiiK-iiling- ;
tirst work to attract attention was
With Food for
MIc servii s as assistant secretary
the Army.
on the Republican national committee,
tfter Mhifting about through
Vienna, July 10. Some interesting
various departments of the govern experiments
:n the direction of vege
finally
ment service he
landed in the
regard to soldiers' diet
in
tarlanism
becoming
postofiice department
first
being made by the Austrian mlK- Assistant postmaster general achiev are
The various com
ing f.iine as u hard and methodical tury authorities.
have received
departments
organizer.
He
is of the
At" ker and
to test the value of milk and
Cortelyou stamp of the young man orders products,
especially cheese, in
milk
la pol'lics today and both are prod- the
daily
dietary
of the troops. Skim
Washingucts of the Roosevelt era in
usually rather de
milk,
is
which
resigned
ton. He is unmarried.
He
spised,
is also to be taken Into ac
general
postmaster
as first assistant
count, it is suggested that recruits
when he took up Taft's Interests.
would form a very good auoject for
great
a
Hitchcock attracted
deal of experiment,
might be
by
the stand he given smallerand that they
attention last winter
meat, with
of
rations
term,
&
took for Roosevelt for
third
allowances of vegetables
it was charged that he was working increased
puddings, composed
pastry
and
to
with the reactionaries
defeat Taft of milk and and
cereals.
tiy lining up all the federal officeThe war office is especially anxious
holder of the south against instructto ascertain how such a reformed
ed delegates for Taft. Mr. Hitchcock
of diet would meet the requirerefuted these charges by loyal and ef- scale
ments
of the troops in maneuvers and
v.
fective
ork for the
of field exercise
it is understood that
war for the Republican nomination.
.he private .oldler are by no means
Secretary Taft has the very highest cniliu-Vastiabo it the new dietary.
opinion of the political acumen of Mr.
Hitchcock and this opinion is shared
It Can't De Beat.
ey President Roosevelt and Charles
The best of all teachers Is experiIt. Taft.
M. Harden Of Silver City,
C.
ence.
Mr. Hitchcock's campaign for Taft
says: "I find ElecCarolina,
North
caused him to bo pushed for the tric Bitters does all that's
claimed
Senatplace. In the south he defeated
It. For stomach, liver and kidney
or-elect
Bradley of Kentucky ad- for
it can't be beat. I have tried
mittedly the strongest man in the troubles
and find It a most excellent medistate. Bradley was outgeneraled from It
tae
the- first and It was the loss of Ken cine." Mr. Harden Is right; lt'a
of all medicines also for weaktucky to Fairbanks which more than best
ness, lame back and all run down
anything else disheartened the antt-TaBest too for chills and
alles. The work of Hitchcock conditions.
in the New England states, especially malaria. Sold under guarantee by all
in Maine, was the marvel of New dealers. 60c.
England politicians.
Wliite native bran richest bran
Hitchcock is a personal friend of
sold, $1.75 per hundred. Cleannearly every man on the national ever milling
1
est
wheat. K. W. .Fee,
committee.
His relations with Taft
S. 1st. Phone 16
are even more confidential than were
those of Cortelyou and Roosevelt.
Twenty-Fiv- e
Cents la the Price of
Mr. Hitchcock received his early
Peace.
education In the common schools of
The terrible Itching and smarting.
Boston. He Is the author of about Incident to certain skin diseases, ts
fifty important bulletin, reports and almost Instantly allayed by applying
circulars on foreign trade relations. Chamberlain's Salve. Price, ti cents.
He Is a member of a half dozen well For sale by all druggists.
He litis Had Training und Experience
to Acceptably l ill Position of

ty

z
The Citizen employs a
man whose business It Is
to look after your advertising wants. lie will
write your copy " 'ou
wish. If not. he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
and lie will attend to
them from day to day.

in.'s-sari-

E
t
I

t

Are you advertising In
Tlie Citizen T Your competitors are, and are
profiting by It. Do you
think conservative business men are spending
money w tie re tliey are
not getting results? Get
In the swim and watch
your business grow.

;
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Is the Best

-
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Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque i
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FOR RENT

FOR RENT Houses, 8 to 7 rooms.
W. H. McMililon,
one furnished.
real estate broker, 211 West Gold.
FOR RENT Close to shops, nicely
furnished room with board. 103
South E street
08 West
FOR RENT Good room.
Silver. Phone 1198.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room with board. Apply Mrs. W.
H. Reed, 416 N. Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
use of bath, central. 410 East Central avenue.
FOR RENT One pleasant room. In
quire 210 South Walter street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
National league.
room in private family; all modern
R. II. E.
At Pittsburg
conveniences; plenty of shade. 613
1
6
2
Pittsburg
Fruit avenue.
8
5
1
Philadelphia
Batteries: Maddox and Gibson; Mo.
FOR SALE
ren and Dooln.
At Chicago
R. H. E.
Good buggy. W. II. Mc
s 1 FOR SALE
Chicago
4
Mililon, 211 West Gold.
Brooklyn
3
8
8
FOR SALE Cheap, a heavy draft
Batteries: Pfelster, Brown and
horse. Inquire 1125 North 2nd St.
Rucker and Bergen.
Best
SALE
transient and
At St. Louis
R. II. E. FoTt
rooming house in the city. Inquire
S
2
St. Louis
3
Box 44.
1
11 12
Boston
Batteries: Fro mm e, Karger, Reebe FOR SALE Modern house, 6 rooms,
bath and electric lights; for sale at
and llostetter; McCarthy and Smith.
once. Call at 309 S. Broadway for
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.
particulars.
1
4
0
Cincinnati
2
New York
5
0 FOR "SALE
A fine Hardman piano,
Batteries: Coakley and Schlei;
A
good as new, beautiful ton.
and Bresnahan.
chance to possess an Instrument of
unexcelled make at Just half what
Western
worth. On exhibit at Whit
it
At Pueblo-De- nver
R. II. E.
son's Music Store, 124 South Sec
ond street, Albuquerque.
.5 9 1
. ,
Pueblo
.2 7 4 FOR SALE At a bargatn, a brand
Ackley and i&alusky;
Batteries:
new Stevens shotgun, never been
FltZKerald and Smith.
fired. A high grade and thorough,
At Sioux City
ly modern gun.
Inquire at The
R. II. E.
Sioux City
Citizen office.
.3 6 2
8 I O It SALE
Omaha
Everything must go
Baiterles: Furrhner and
Shea:
of cost before July 20, I
Jackson. Hall and Gondlng.
need tlie money and the room, as I
At Lincoln
R. II. E.
will leave on that date for New
6 15
3
Lincoln
York to purcliase a complete new
5
8
4
stock of fall and winter goods. This
lies Moines
is your chance to buy new stylish
Batteries: Bushelman, Bonno and
goods at your own price. E. Maliar
Zinran; Sullivan, Withrup, Homar-ani- l
am. 516 West Central.
Demiter.

HITCHCOCK

I

1

iom

American League.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
5
9
2
St. Louis
S
3
8
Philadelphia
Powell and Spencer;
Batteries:
Plank, Vlekers, mt.h and Power.
At Washington
li. 11. E.
Washington. ,
3
5
j
Chicago
3
5
I
Batteries:
Johnson
and Street;
White and Sullivan.
At Boston
R. H. E.
1
4
Cleveland
(J
1
0
Boston
Batteries: Chel, Narke and Bemls;
Young, Burchcll, Crlger urn Carrlgan.
At New Yoik
R. H. E.
3
10
De.rolt
4
8 10
New York
Batteries: Summers, Wllletts and
Schmidt; Orth, Manning and Klelnow.
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Mo-ra-

The Citlaen la not read
hurriedly, but thorough
ly, ao that all advertise,
nients reeelTe their share
of attention. It presents
the atore newa a little
ahead, giving the proa
pectlve purchaser time to
plan a shopping tour for

f f

"It

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

Because The Citlaen la a
home paper. It la either

!

;
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02-60-

PEKSONAL PROPERTY

WANTED Girl to address envelopes.
Adilress X, Citizen.
WANTED Sewing by the day. 1104
North 2nd St. Phone 1483.
WANTED Grain sacks, brass, lead,
copper, alnc, pewter, aluminum, tin
foil and rubber E. W. Fee,
South First SU Phone Id.
and see our
r.ew styles In millinery at reduced
prices. Miss C. P. Crane. Ill North
Second street. Ladles' tailoring and
dressmaking. Phone 844. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED Position by all around
man; prefers yard and house work
at private residence, driving team,
etc. Call or address 1201 S. Broad602-80-

4

wTNTErIdlesolf

LOANS

JJ XTXXTXTTXXXXXXXXTX

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SA LA R I ES AND WA.REHOUSE
RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high at
$200. Loana ar. quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
yout possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

TIIE IIOrRFIIOLD IOAX CO.
Steamship tickets te and from all
parts of the worM.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
203 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings,

cl

made-to-measu- re

212-Z1-

Chi-cag- o.

-

a

couch

Dr. King's
Mew Discovery
MR
U

fOUCHS
OLDS

awV.

t.

,w

Trial iottls frM

Al 1 THROAT AUDIUNQ TROUBLES.

GUARANTEE kATISFACIOiiYl
3B jiONEX riUKDED.

dealer.

iliilf lliitiirm

f

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
Meet Every Friday Evening
$
At $ Sharp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
3d F.
E. W. Moore, C. C.
D. E. Phlllpps. Clsrk.
463 West Lead Ave.
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL-9
COME.

f

.

rw
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ua vis & rearing
The Complete

House Furnishers
20S

W. Qold Avm.
Have the finest thing In the oven
line for a pas or gasoline stove.

Call and let us show them to you.

PRICE

,

'

1
1

I

I
$

$

t8

I
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PHYSICIANS

e

DH. SOLOMON

L. BURTON
Physician and Snrgeoa.
Highland office 616 Beam vTattaa
Street Phone 1620.
DIM. BRONSOX
BRONSOlf
Homeopathic
Physicians and Sal
Seona, Over Vann'a Drue Bier.
' Office $28: Residence 1616.

$2.25

DENTISTS

tmmiiiiiiiTitiiiiriiC
CCXXXXXXXCODOCOOCrxXXTXXXX)
llfciT 11 room room-In- g

uu

Miscellaneous

For U. S. Army: Able
Agents, either sex, earn
bodied unmarried men between WANTED
$60 to $100 per week selling exages of 18 and 35; citizens of
quisitely embroidered pongee silk
United States, of good character
patterns,
patterns, dress
waist
and temperate habits, who can
drawn work waists. National Imspeak, read and write English. For
porting Co., Desk D, 699 Broadway,
Information apply to Recruiting Of.
New York.
fleer. 203 E. Central Ave., AlbuAGENTS wanted for the most rapid
querque, N. M.
on
selling household necessity
earth. Every woman buys one on
SALESMEN
sight Send 16 cents for sample
and full Information to Salea ManWANTED Capable salesman to cov-e- r
ager, 182 Brinckerhoof Ave , Utlca,
New Mexico with staple line.
New York.
High
commissions,
$100
with
AGENTS 86 daya' credit
monthly advance. Permanent posi- HONEST
New circular ready. Soaps selling
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
better than ever. W.1te. Parker
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
Chemical Co., Chicago.
WANTED Live, energetic men for $1.2 PER WORDlns-r- t
classified
exclusive territory ageiicy of "Inada. In 36 leading papers In U.
dent" Kerosene
Burnerconverts
for list. The Dake Advertisoil Into gas gives one huning Agency, 427 South Main street.
mancandlepower
on
dred
burns
Los Angeles.
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at MARRY your choice. Pas titular peo-pl- e,
once.
Coast Lighting Company,
everywhere. Introduced withS2n Yesler Way, Seattle.
out publicity; no fakes; details free.
SALES M AN First class all round
Address, A. C, box 1333, Los Angeles, Cal.
hustler to cover unoccupied territory selling staple line to retail AGENT
8OPASTE to
Introduce
trade.
Technical knowledge unfactories, railroad shops, etc. Renecessary.
Permanent to right
moves grease dirt quickly; immense
man. $30.00 weely. Expenses adsales; amazing profits.
Parker
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Salea
Chemical Co., Chicago.
Manager, Chicago.
MARRY your choice. Particular peo.
ONE exclusive agent for every town
pie, everywhere. Introduced without
to take orders for
publicity; no fakes; details free. Adsuits for men and women; $100
dress, A. C, box 1888, Los Angeles,
monthly or more easily earned;
Calif.
aample outfit, 250 atylea newest
woolens, in handsome carrying case,
MALE HELP
free of cost. Opportunity to establish prosperous and growing busi- WANTED Traveling men and soliciness without Investment. Full Intors calling on druggists, confection-er- a,
structions with every outfit. Apply
etc., covering Albuquerque and
today. The Eagle Tailoring Co..
surrounding territory and statea, to
Dept. 37,
8
carry our celebrated line of chocoFranklin St.. Chicago.
lates on good commission basis,
A M RITIwUS MEN
Bowes Allegrettl, 36 River 8t
WANTED Why
work for small salary?
You can
earn $25 to $160 per day: others H
71' S a chance for you to make
are doing It; you can do likewise.
money. Our representatives make
If you desire to Increase your sal$10 a day; ao can you. Immediate
ary and elevate yourself, write for
territory
and
seller
exclusive
our free book, "How to Become a
Agents can carry as side line. C. F.
Professional Auctioneer. '
Address
Pennewell. Mgr., 152 Mutual Life
Chicago School of Auctioneering.
Bldg., Seattle, Washington.
Woyee Fids.. Chicago.
WANTED Salesman, experienced In
WANTED A real genume salesman,
any line, to aell general trade In
a man who has ability and who will
New Mexico.
Liberal commissions
y
work for us as hard and conscien-touslwith $36 weekly advance. One
as he would for himself, to
salesman earned $1,263.62, his first
represent us exclusively in Arizona
two months with us. The Contin
and New Mexico. We have a large.
ental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
well known and In every way first
class line f Calendars,
Advertls
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Ing Specialties and Druggists La
bels and Boxes, and our line la ao
Kotlce ia hereby given by the un
attractive and varied that each and dersigned that the Independent Lum
pvery business in every town in the ber company has this day purchased
country, without regard to else, can from the Rio Grande Material and
be successfully solicited. Our goods Lumber company all of the assets of
are very attractive, but no more ao the Rio Grande Material and Lumber
than our reasonable prices, and we company, located at the corner of
know from the experience of others Marquette avenue and North Third
who have been and are now In our street. That the Independent Lumber
employ that any bright hustling company will pay all Indebtedness due
man who has good average ability anu owing from the Rio Grande Ma
and is wiling to work can make terlal and Lumber company to any
with us from $16 to $160 per week. person, firm or corporation, and will
Must be ready to commence work collect all bills due and owing to the
at once. Commissions liberal. Our saia Rio Grande Material and Lumber
company was organized In 1881. We company.
are capitalized for $200,000. We
RIO GRANDE MATERIAL AND
state this simply to ahow that we
LUMBER COMPANY.
are responsible and mean buslne
By S. J. Brack, Manager.
To the former customers of the
If you do. It 111 pay yon to write
Sales Manager, Merchants Publish Rio Grande Lumber Co. and to the
Ing Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Enclose trade in general:
this advertisement with your appli
The undersigned, having this day
bought out the entire Interest of the
cation.
Rio Grande Lumber Co. and having
Ctuimlierlaln's Colic, Cxier and Di- assumed
all liabilities and had trans'
arrhoea Remedy Would Have
ferred to us all accounts due said Rio
Saved Him f 100.00.
Lumber Co. hereby announce
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack Grande
that we will conduct said yard as
of diarrhoea,' says R. N, Farrar of strictly
retail lumber yard and will
Cat Island, La. "For several weeks carry a afull
line of everything' need
I was unable to do anything.
On
in building material.
March 18, 1907. I had a similar at- ed We
hope to merit your patronage
tack, anl took Chamberlain's Colic,
promise you the best of treat,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy which and canMr.
8. J. Brack will remain
gave me prompt relief. I consider It ment.
one of the best medicines of Its kind with us and he will be glad to have
i.i the world, and had I used It In his friends call and get our prices be1902 believe It would have saved ma fore placing their orders.
INDEPENDENT LUMBER CO..
a hundred dollar doctor's bill." Sold
By Louis B. Rapp, Manager.
by all druggists.
The place to get seasoned lumber.
Just Exactly Right.
Superior Lumber and Mill Co.'s plant
"I have used Dr. Klng-- New Life
Pills for several years, and find them
Just exactly right," saya Mr. A. A.
Felton, of Harrlsville. N. Y. New Life
Pills relieve without the least discomfort Best remedy for constipation,
no CURE the LUNCd
bllloumess and malaria.
25c at all
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WANTED
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house, new and modern;
will be ready about Sept. 1, '08.
FOR RENT 3 store rooms,
size 25x50 ft.; good location.
FOR SALE Rooming house,
SS rooms, doing good business;
centrally located; reasons for
selling.
FOU SALE Modern 8 room
residence, brick, good location,
on terms or rash; $4,000.
Get a Traveler' Accident and
Health Policy. Money to Loan.

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery
Hootne 1 and S, Barnett BafMIss
Over O'lUelly's Dnig Stara,
Appointments made by oaaal

Phone 744
EDMUND J. ALGER,

Office,

Fifty acres first class Irr gated
lnnd, three miles from the city,
under high state of cultivation,
fenced with barlieil irp and large
cedar posts; prlee per nere, $75.00.

Phone 4ga

law

First National Bank
Albuquerque, N.

B

M

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law
Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.
IUA M. BOND

Attorney at Law
Pensions, Land Patents, CopyrlgSSaT
Cnveata, Letter Patents, Trad
'
Marks, Claims.
32 F Street. N. M Washington, D. 6a.
TIIOS. K. D. MADD1SOX.
1

A. MONTOY A
RerJ Estate

Public

and Loans. Natary
W. Gold Ave.

llo

1

Attorney at Law
Office 117 West Gold Aven

About 100 acreu of first class
Irrigated land, located foar miles
north of town, 50 acres under
cultivation (Inst rear was planted
In wheat), well feneed with four
wires and cedar post, main ditch
runs through land, title perfect.
Price for tlie whole tract, for a
short time only $6500.00.
This
Is a snap for somebody.

am,

LAWYERS
It W. D. Bryan
Attorney at

Fifteen acres of very good land
under Irrigation, four aollea aortxi
of town, well fenced with barbed
wire and cedar posts; $760.00
cash.

gv.

Anointments made by mail.

306 West Central Avenue.

219 South Second Street.

tS RANCHES.

'

D. D. 8.

Office bourn, 0 a. m. to 12:39
1.30 to 5 p. m.

M. L. SC1IUTT.

MORE BARGAINS

.

I

--

1

ARCHITECT
F.

W. SPENCER

Architect
1221 South Walter.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary

Public

1

Rooms 12 and 14. Ownimll
Albuquerque, X. M. Phoaw 116
A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance
little forethought may aava you Secretary Mutual BulkUna;
81T West Central A
no end of trouble. Anyone who makes
It a rule to keep Chamberlain's Colic,
VETERINARY
remedy at
Cholera and Diarrhoea
hand knowa this to be a fact For
aale by all druggists.
WILLIAM BELDEJT
A

,

,

Veterinary.
7j
Surgery and Dentistry a Specialty.
402 South Edltbj Phaoa 40a.
0
Hair Dresser and Chiropodist.
Mrs. Bam Dim, at ner panora
posits the Alvarado and next door ta
Sturges' cafe, Is prepared
to glva
thorough scalp treatment, do ksaa
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ts
growing nails.
She gives maanagw
trestment and manicuring.
Mra
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin aa
improves the complexion, and a
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Saw
also prepare a hair tonic that curat
and prevents dandruff and hair tail
Ing out; restores life to dead hair
removes moles, warts and mini flanaa
hair. Massage treatment by vibrato
machines. For any blemish of tlta
face call and nonsuit Mrs. Bambini
'
The Remedy That Does,
"Dr. Kings New Discovery la taa
remedy that does the healing; others
promise but fall to perform,' aaya
Mrs. E. R. Plerson of Auburn Centra,
pa "it is curing me of throat
lung trouble of long standing
other treatments relieved only
porarlly. New Discovery la dolna-- ana
so much good that I feel confides
Its continued use for a reasonable
length of time will restore me to pes
reci neaitn." This renowned coast!
and cold remedy Is sold at all dealers
ouc ana xi.uu. Trial bottle free.

NOTICE.
Notice la hereby given that a meet
Ins of the stoekhnlrlnr nt Th. iih.,.
querque Eastern Railway Company,
on September 1. 1908. at 1 o'clock
m.. at the
P.
afflr
of
tne company in the cltv of Aihnnn.r.
que, new Mexico, naa been called by
the Board of Directors, for the purpose of taking into cnniliinntinn
agreement of consolidation and merger of the Santa F rtentrai n.iir.
Company and The Albuquerque EastResolved that all orders fnr
ern Railway Company, and taking a
UDDllea of anv and all klnA
vote, by ballot for the adoption or
and for all DUrDosea be mail a ant
rejection of the ami ami tnr th
on the regular requisition blank
transaction of any ther business that w 01 tne
Irrigation Congress) pro- may os Drought before the meeting.
vlded for that purpose, and said
W. E. HAOAN.
requisition must be signed by
Secretary.
chairman of the auditing com.
oilttee, or In his absence by th
w actlnc chairman: that
ttina
4 tncarred
mast be properly
4 vouchered before umtni ml
audited at any meeting of the
ASOOMID
auditing committee,
by the
chairman of said committee, or
ADVERTISING CLVB5
In bis absence bv th
ariins
(AMERICA CONVENTION
chairman.
uprrz.
BERtTHOi.n
KANSAS CITY
4)
eh a I r m n
D. MACPHERSON.
O GORGE ARNOT
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fags eight.
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PERSONAL

FASHIONABLE TIES FOR WOMEN
Not npcntuiarily expensive to be trim and comfortable if you buy
lliom here. Some are made of soft black Viri Kid, some of fine Tan
Kid, others of Canvass or Patent Kid. Tics for every occasion, from
the litfht, airy styles for dress to the stout Oxford for outdoor wear.

...

si. so
st.es

White or Gray Canvass.
Mack Vici Kid.
Tan Kid
Patent Kid.

to 92.00

to ss.oo
SI.TS to S3.SO
S2.SO to S4.00

DO YOUR CYES TROUBLE YOU

I

PA HA GRAPHS

Our Vast Experience in the
wpucai rroression

Should you fall to receive The
Evening Citizen,
call up the
1'okU! Telettrsph Cp., telephone
No. 86. and your paper will be
deliver""! by special metwenrer.

Assures ynt absolute comfort in Glasses Ground anilFittd by us
BEBBfcR OPTICAL CO., tXCLUSIVEHOPTICIANS
South Second Street. Established

We
Sale of Millinery, Trimmed and Pattern Hats inaugurated at
this store last week. Among the new arrivals which
go on sale at these Special Prices are a number of

MERRY WIDOW and BAND SAILORS
Nothing is exempted in this sale. Everything in
Fashionable, Seasonable M Winery at Bargain Prices

25 to 40 Per Cent

Moving Pictures and

We quote Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits at
$17.50, they are worth up to $27.00

mmmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmsmmmmammtmmmmmmmm

ONE PRICE
fade

On Honor

I

Your Money Back
If You Wish It

1

ALL GOODS MARKED
IN PLAIN FIGURES
L. BELL CO.

J.

Nobby two and

Montezuma Grocery
COPPER

and

P'U'a-delphi-

Liquor Co.

&

THIRD

a,

i
i

and

Imported

Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors
(

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Bottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

Phone 1029

,

ii rii rir irr

DATTFDtniU
Wl
I rtl I LltJlll
TmLSfHONK ST

boarding stable

LIVERY AND

J

M.

i

Just received a lurjre shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move ihetu

JJ West Silver Avenue
Albuquerque,

000CK50K)000000

n0K)KT0X50XTKO000
i x

?

M.

C V L.li

Palace

2

90Om3mOe)OeoaXjeK)moeK)moo)00

B.

V.

D. Union Suits for Men Short Sleeves,
Knee Length
$1.25 per Suit.

,g

1

1

Albuquerque

CmOOfXO0O000fX3C

r COO XJOOUOOOOCXJOOOOOOOOO

c

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

S

CALL

:

HU&BS LAUNDRY CO.
WHITE WAGONS

CXXXXJOCXXKXXXXXXXXWO

DISCOUNT

SALE

SPECIAL
TO LADIES

On Men's and Boys'
Will Commence

desiring tailored suits and dainty dresses for
Irrigation and Kair Week, get your orders in
Out of
early and receive special attention.
work
All
first
class
solicited.
orders
town
and styles.

Monday, July 6th.

MILLINERY

LIGHT WEIGHT CLOTHING;

Trimmed Hats at less than half price.
stock to select from.

Nice

ALL BLUES AND BLACKS RESERVED.

Miss C. P. CRANE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
,

122 S. Second

119 W.

Cold

Aillinery and Dressmaking Parlors

I

512

North Second Street'

Phone 944

Suits at

three-piec- e

$8.75, $11.75, and $14.75.

TONIGHT

A'so big bargains in Underwear, Shirts,

us, It will

SIMON STERN

Vann Drug Co

ooeooooeoooeoooo

PLUNGE
the
in

evn

ZrcZULmm.
(

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

MALLEABLE

3l

FxAJrsTic

MAJESTIC

MFG. CO.
IST.LDUIS.

MfE.

i

aiciut

SO

CHAR--

H

RANGE

jjj Lasts

CD.

IS ML
COPPCH

AMD

COAL IRON

Longer,
Heats
pMore Water, Heats it
jjj Quicker, Uses Less Fuel,
Bakes Better, and gives
better general satisfac- tion than any other range
m on the market.

N. First St.

OPEN DAILY

pay you.

anuui-- u

SWIMMING POOL

504

'

GOOD REASONS
t ruit
but Trie
GREA T MA JZ S TIC
u

Take a

Hosiery, Neckr

and see

Call
OPEN MORNING, AFTERNOON and EVENING

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

$5.75,

wear, Ktc.

Good Music

,

S. Ftr.t St.

"5-1- 7

per suit.

Illustrated Songs

La-gun- a.

Second Street

Every Sale

y,

THKSK sales occur twice a year ami need no introduction as they have been the. bargain events of Albuquerque
for fifteen year.. Owing to our present heavy stock, which
we must cut down, we have reduced prices on all summer
goods from

Most Popular
Place in Town

.

Lutz
Miss
208 South

SMLE

lfKVl

New Rink

rn

AT UNUSUAL PRICES
are continuing the Price Cutting

GREEN TAG)

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

Unfl'l from x bakeries at the
Klclv'Ilru grocery.
lien JalTii of the Jaffa Orocery with assHult, was settled out of onu'',
Vitrei,
company Is making a short visit In Rosenfleld paying the. cots.
It Is understood, has left the city,
Denver.
going to Colorado Spring. Roth parWhen you go on that trip to the ties were
here for health.
gooila
your
at
buy
lunch
mountain
Architect Roberts of
Supervising
the Richelieu.
service returned to
government
the
David Farr, a prominent cuttle and
on
the n.ii'ed from a
city
today
the
sheep raiser of Mag.Jalena, la in the trip through the south,
wheij he w&.S
elly on business.
detailed on special business. w niie
licrnard C. Apoilaca has returned Mr. Roberts says that he has received
from a short vacation trip spent In no Instructions as to when work will
Los AngeU-anU San Francisco.
be resumed on t lie Albuquerque fedhis
Attorney It. I. Kaca, speaker of the eral building, it is believed thatIndian
may
taken
be
a
he.re
return
legisMexico
New
House of the last
be resumed
il!
cation that work
lature, is m the city on buinej.
Before you get hungry place an or- soon.
The body of the late Mrs. Ella M.
der with the Richelieu Grocery.
whs shipped tills morning
Mrs. B. 8. Rody i last night for Edwards
by
to Wellington. Kan., for burial,
will
City,
remain
where she
Kansas
Mrs.
Edwards
&
Adams.
French
daughter,
Mrs.
at the bedside of her
came to this city some three months
Raymond 8lamtn,
ago and died at her home at No. 805
Mrs. H. S. Knight and children, of Kdlsh street. Wednesday afternoon at
311 Rmna avenue, left this morning the age of 35 years. She Is survived
for Oswego, N. Y., to spend three by her husband, a painter In the emmonths with her pnrcnts.
ploy of the Smta Fe railroad, a baby.
Just Ave weeks old. and three other
(,'aptaln John S. Fullerton of
Is in the city hobnobbing with children.
The body will be accomCaptain Fullerton panied by the husband of the
local politicians.
Is one of the stalwart Republicans of
Socorro county.
Solonian Luna of Lo.s Luna, aclurrix ARRIVALS.
companied by Mrs. Luna, are stopMr. Luna, who
ping at the Aivarudo.
Alwinulo.
is national Republican committeeman,
S. W. Hurls. W. 11. H. Gleneeyer,
Is here attending the meeting of the
Cruces; H. o. Rursum, Socorro;
Iis
Republican executive committee.
K. Van Patten, Las Cruces; D. F.
Mrs. Frank Hopping will leave for White, El Pa.o; L. F. Robraze, New
Kl I'aso, Tex., tonight, where she will York; K. P. Whltely. Pueblo; M. J.
make a short visit. On returning she Parker. Denver: J. Cohan, New York;
anil wife, Amarlllo;
win be accompanied by her daughter, W. L. Mnlym-uu(iruce. who has been visiting there J. Trlmell, Kansas City; E. M. Pom-crSan Francisco; L. Heefrlch, Trinfor the kim; two months.
Why be bothered cooking this warm idad: L. Bergman, Pueblo; I. H. Rapp,
Neehen, Tucumcarl;
weather when you can secure already Trinidad: N. Cwife,
E.
Los Lunas;
prepare, i cooked roast pork, pork S. Luna and
Spless,
loaf, veal loaf, boiled eggs, cottage Kahn. Cincinnati; Chas. A.
cheese, iongues, potato salad from the Iai Vegas; W. A. Trefhayen, St.
Louis; W. P. (lalslde. El Paso: L.
San Jose Manket.
Topika; H. K. Ferguson,
Brown,
spokChas. A. Spless, who has been
en of as nominee on the Republican
ticket for delegate to Congress. Is In
Sturgcs.
the city from Los Vegas, attending the
B. J. Schuthe. Milwaukee; L. H.
executive committee meeting. Mr. Harrison. El Pao; A. P. Smith, ChiSpless Is a member of the committee cago; J. H. Herman, Wichita; C. E.
and holds the proxy of Harry V. Kel- Holan, Denver; R. Dunson, Las
ly of Las Vegas, who is ubsent.
Vegas; E. Romero, las Vegas; J. A.
Kugene Van Putteti, register of the Lawson. Austin; O. M. Frengl, IndiUnited States land ofllce at l.as Cru-ce- s. anapolis; Mrs. H. E. Prldmore, Chicago; P. F.'Zleyler, Bloomlngton; C.
Is in tho city attending the meeting of the executive committee of the V. Safford, Santa Fe; E. Yerka,
Republican central committee which
lti being held at the Commercial club
i
Grand Central.
Mr. Van Patten has
this afternoon.
C. R. Casey, la Vegas; J. F. Ber-- j
the proxy of Martin Lohman of Las
ry. Seattle; N. E. Dewltt, Dallas; N.
Cruces.
J. Hanna, Chan C. Hanna, San Mar-ela- l;
phyex
city
Dr. Daniel H. Carna,
Oeo. F. Mnye, Trinidad; A. S.i
sician, who has been taking a post Ralton, TrlnJdad.
graduate course In New York,
)
Rochester,
Chicago And
Cralsre.
J. S. Mos, C.allup; A. Carpenter,
Minn., accompanied by his wife. Is
expected to return to this city tomor- Estancla; J. N. Klmberlln, Oklahoma, j
row evening t'ter a most enjoyable
Savoy.
vr'i in tii'i east on Luiess and
A. F. Ash. C. W. Fumuy, S. H.
pleasure.
San Marclal.
II. O. Bursum. chairman of the tercommitRepublican
central
ritorial,
Heavy, Impure blood makes a mud-- ,
tee, arrived from Socorro this morn- dy, pimply complexion, headaches,
ing and Is presiding over the meeting nausea. Indigestion. Thin blood makes
of the executive committee, which Is you weak, pale, sickly. Burdock
meeting at the Commercial club this Blood Bitters makes the blood rich,
afternoon. August 17 has been select- red, pure restores perfect health.
ed as the day for the holding of the
Republican convention.
and collar wor Is per
Our hl
feet
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" I I
The ca.se of Henry Rosenfiel 1 'he prouer
We lead older.
thing
against Walter Vor.I, In whjch the
former on Monday charged the Intter
rMT'FHlAL t.ArN'nitv CO
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If you will call at 'our
store, we will prove
these facts to you.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

to JO

DAY SKXTEXCK FOR

CKKATlNti IMSTl'lUiAXCE
Charles Melbourn, 30 years of age,
In Immaculate attire and wearing a
large scar on his forehead, v.as sentenced to Berve fifteen days In the
city Jail or pay a fine of $15 by Police Judge Craig this morning for
creating a disturbance in a North
Third street house.
Officer Marquette, a woman and a.
resident of North Third street, were
the witnesses against Melbourn. The
officer said that he was called to the
Third street house' by a man, who
said that he was passing the house at
4:30 o'clock and hcurd a woman
pleadliiK and sounds as If blows were
being struck.- When the officer went
to the place he found Melbourn In
an Intoxicated condition mistreating a
woman.
"He was full of boozo that's all,
and fighting that's all." said the
woman when put on the witness
stand.
"How did you gut that scar?" asked
Judge Craig of the prisoner.
"The officer hit me with a
and I had my hands up like
this." said Melborn. lifting his head
Marquette ?'
"How about that,
asked the court of the officer.
"He resisted, your honor," said the
officer, "and I hit him In the Jaw
He hurt his head on a door Jamb."
Mi'llmuru was returned to the city
Jail.

NOTICE'
i Nlcolnd, who for the past five
years lias born working for Tesnier
and several other barber shop, has
0K-ne- l
a shop for him.sclf. He can lie
dunned as one of the boosters for the
good of Albuquerque and extends an
Invitation to the public to call and
see him In his new location on Central avenue next to Eveiitt's Jewelry
store.
Help for Those Who Have Stomach
Trouble.
After doctoring for about twelve
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
spending nearly five hundred dollars
for medicine and doctors' fees, I purchased my wife one box of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets,
which did her so much good that she
continued to use them and they havs
done her more good than all of the
medicine I bought before. Samuel
Boyer, Folsom, Iowa. This medicine
Is for sale by all druggists. Samples
free.
AT
IYfl SALE RESIDENCE
20J NORTH EIHTH AT A HARGAIX.
Z.,
CITIZEN OF.
ADIREiS X. V.
FICE.

FOR SALE
Elegant set of bank fixtures, two
fine thoroughbred horses, safe, meat
rack, desk, etc. Inquire Scott Knight
The reason we o so mocn ROti.il
DltV work is bocause we do It right
and at the pries you cannot afford to
have it done at home.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.

Wagner Hardware Co
CENTRAL AND FOURTH

We have just received a carload of

Carriages
Buggies
Light Spring Wagons

SdTop

As we are crowded for floor space we are making

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
We can save vou money on any style or grade vehicle you want.

WtS& Peter Shuttler

Wagon SftJfiL

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
FIRST AND TIJERAS

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$1.00

a

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

Week Up

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

412 West Central Ave.

B. II. Briggs & Co.

THIRD STREET

PHONE

CI

i

DRUGGISTS Meat Market
and Salt Meat.
Steam Saumge Factory.
EM II, KLEIVWOUT
Masonic liullilliiK. North Third StrreC
111

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

Kfaula of Fresh

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Koron Din..

Occidental Building

Do you know what thi mransV K
not auk our drivers to.aspialn It ta

Bring U Your Prescription

roa.

mr'EIUAL

LAUWDRT.

